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Abstract
This study provides the first quantitative assessmeDt of the yearly distributions of
harp seals in the DOrtbwesc: Atlantic. particularly during the win[er. R.eceJtt abiotic aud
biotic chaDges in the northwest Atlantic concurrent with reports of seals sighted further
offshore have prompted this investigation on harp seal distributiODS in relation to
environmental factors. Seal sighting data were collected from 1991 to 1995 using line-
lImSed tecluUques.. Data wen: standardized for effort and sighting cooditions and grouped
by subareas of 1 degree'. Numbers of seals observed were estimated using a relative
group size category. V"1$U&l appraisals of data were made using a Geographical
luformation System.. The winterdisbibutioDS of harp seals were overlaid onto maps of sea
icc. sea noor inclination., sea suri'acc temperature. and $even1 prey distributions. 'The
influence of these variables was tested using a geoer.iliz.ed linear model, ANQVA. aDd
correlation. IUpectively. The influence of water depth at location of seal sightings was
aJ$Oinvestiga~d.
Offshore areas are an imponanl habitat for harp seals. The winter distributions of
harp seals showed similar patterns during 1991-1993, bur. shifted slightly to the southeast
dwiDg 191)+.1995. Wat.ertemperanues were found to be within the tbermoDeutnllimits
for tbis species at all locations aDd for aJl winter yean.. Although there was a tendency for
seals to be observed aIoog the ooorineo.tal slope edge and in specific ice conditioas, DO
sigmftcantdiffereooes were found between locations of seals and sea noor inclinatioo or ice
characteristics. Seals were mainly seen in waters of depths ranging from 300 to 500 m.
vaJues known to be within theirdiviog range. Sea floor topography and water depth were
the only eovironmetltal variables that remained constant throughout the 1991·1995 winttr
distributions. The spatiaJ distribution of prey investigated conctUTed with the documented
diet of harp seats. Further investigations will be needed to quantify the relacionship
existing between them.
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Chapter 1: General Introductiou
1.1 Popplations of Harp Seals in the North Atlantic
Based on a general knowledge of the location of whelping concentrations. skull
morphometries (Yablokov and Sergeant 1963) and tagging expc:rimeDts
(e.g.• Rasmussen and 0ritsland 1964; Sergeant 1965), three populations of harp seal,
Phoca gTODIlandial. have been identified in the north Atlantic:: White Sea. GttenlaDd Sea
(Jan Mayeo) and northwest Atlantic (Meure 1.1). The northwest AtlaDtic population is
usuaJly subdivided into two components: the Newfoundland component which breeds off
northeast Newfoundland and southern Labrador, and the Gulf Component which breeds in
the southern, and occasionally oorthern Gulf of St. Lawrence (Sergeant 1965).
Electrtlpboresis revealed significant differences among blood b'anSferrins collected in the
Newfoundland area and the two northeast Atlantic whelping arus (Nzvda! 1966:
MeUereraL 1966). Futthermore. reproductive isolatioo of thc Grttnlaud Sea and the Gulf
of St. Lawrence populations was implied by interherd differences in underwater
vocalizations (Terbuoe 1994). Therefore. harp seals from opposite sides of the northern
Atlantic ocean have distioct genotypes and are thought not 10 interbreed (Sergeant 1991).
However. recapNJ'eS of tagged seals revealed that all three populations share common
summer feeding grounds (Larsen 1981; Kapell995: 0ien and 0ritsland 1995).
Electropboresis and isoelectric focusing methods revealed DO significant diffemlOCS
in blood transremns or polymorpbic esterase systems of muscle and liverenzyme.s betwcco
White Sea and lbe Greenland Sea populations (Nzvdal 1966: Maller er ai. 1966:
Meisfjord er d. 1991). In contrast. a fany acid study by Grahl-Nielsen er ai. (1993)
defeCted a small but significant difference in jaw bone samples between these two
populations suggestiDg that the deg:ru of inte:rbreedi.Dg between tbe:st populations is Slill
questionable.
Electrophon:sis revealed no significant differences between serum transferrins or
tissue samples from the Gulf and Newfoundland (NzvdaI 1969: Lavigoe ~t ai. 1978).
Historically. the two compouenrs of the northwest Atlantic population were thought to mix
only during summer (Sergeant I%S). but based on annual variatioos in the proportion of
pups born in eachan;a. SergeaDt(I97I. 1991). Wmte:rs (1978). and Stenson ~t aL (1995)
postuJ.ated movements of seals between the two aJ'U$, although the extent of inttnnixing
remains unknown.
In the northwest Atlantic, the harp seal is the most abundant species of seal. Prior
to 1990. various methods were used to estimate the annual pup productioo of harp seals.
For example. aerial censuses conducted in 1975 and 1977 by Lavigne ~t aL (1980. 1982)
gave estimates I'U1ging from approximately 126 000 • 200 000 pups. while nwt.recaprore
experiments cooducted from 1978 to 1983 by Bowen and SergeaDt (1983. 1985) gave
estimates ranging from 489 000 • S34 000 pups. RecoDciling these conflicting results. the
Royal Commission 00 Seals and Sealing in Canada concluded that pup production was in
the order of 300 000 - 350 000 pups for the yean 1975 to 1983 (Anonymous 1986). In
Mareh of 1994. aerial ceasuse5 were conducted ud pup production was estimated to be
446 700 (SE=512(0) for the Newfoundland area.,. 51 600 (SE =13 700) in the northern
Gulf. and 198 600 (SE = 24 2(0) in the southern Gulf (Stenson el d. 1995). The
northwest Atlaoticharp seal populatioo. has tberefcm reacbed estimated levels of 4.8 million
and is demonstrating signs of growth of approximately 5% per yeat (Shelton ~lal. 1995).
1.2 Historic Distribution and Migntion Pattern
Most of the biSlorical information available 00 the distributioo. of Newfoundland
harp seals is anecdotal. AIlert(I880, cited in Sergeant 1965) and Fisher (1955) gave very
brief accoUDts of the movements of barp seals in the northwest Atlantic. Robinson (1897),
Chafe (1923) and Nansen (1925) also documented observations by NewfoundJand and
Scottish sealing caprains during the late 19th. and early 2001 centuries. These reports
resulted in a general descriptioo of the spatial nmge of the populatioos in the north Atlantic,
migrational routes and breeding areas (Figure 1.1). Thus, the historical muge of the
NewfOUDdland harp seal was described as being rougbly from the 45" to the 70" N and
fromthe4::rtothd\7W.
Sergeant (1965) summarized the seasonal distribution of harp seals based on results
of exten.sivetagging of young pups as well as sightings collected during aerial and vessel
surveys. However, the coverage was biased towards certain areas and time periods • ottly
fishing or sealing grounds. coastal an:as and pr-eviously·identified moulting/whelping areas
were investigated and offshore observations were made only during the whelping and
moulting period (Marcb and April). Furthermore. the distribution was based on imprecise
coastal Imdmarks raJ.her thaD actual sea location (Iatitudellongitude coordina1eS). The
descriptive nature of Sergea.ct's study also did not allow the calcuiabOD of sighting effort
necessary to determine distributional trends. In addition, little attention was given to
weatberconditiooswhicb affecttbedetectabilityofthe seals during surveys. Nonetheless,
the distributioosofthe Newfoundland and Gulf populations described by Sergeant (1965.
1991) is. to elate. the most comprehensive information available.
Harp seals undertake aD annual migration from the east coast of Newfoundland and
the Gulf of St. La~oce to the Weslef'D. coast of Greealand and eastern Canadian Art:tic.
4Most harp seals spend their summer in western Greenland aDd in the Canadian Ardic
befOR returning southwards in late autumn. As me population n:acbes the Strait of Belle
Isle in late November or December, it splits into two groups. ODe which lDOYeS i.nto !be
Gulf of St. Lawrence while the other remains off the coast or Newfoundland and Labrador.
Wiotering grounds an: occupied during Januuy and February. Very little is knowD about
this time period except perhaps that harp seals tcDd to stay in open waters, and tba1 it is a
rime of heavy feeding (Sergeant 1991). Large whelping cooceo.tntions an: formed a few
weeks bd"cn the birth of tbe pups in Ia1c Febnwy-eariy Malch in the Gulf and about a
week later off Newfouodlud. Whelping patches were found in offshore areas of
northeastern Newfoundland and southern Labrador- for the Newfoundland population. and
close to the Magdalen Islands and in the northern Gulf for the Gulf population
(Sergeant 1965; Lavigne el aL 1980: Bowen and Sergeant: 1985; Stenson el ai. 1995).
FoUowing matiDgOaleMarcb). the seals dispene until mid4April·mid·Maywhen they baol-
out on ice pans in large coocenuations to moult. Once the moult is completed, a DOrtbern
migration is undertaken. Young seaJs are believed to migrate DOrthwards later thaD adults.
therefore resulting in a greater dispersion of the population duriDg this period
(Sergeant 1965).
Occ::asiooal shifts in the distributiOD of harp seals have been reported in both the
easteru and western populatiOO$.. Fisher (I9SS) indicated that the riming of the $OlIthern
migration of Newfoundland barp seals changed between early 1920s and the 19SOs_ He
hypothesized thata wanning tRod that oo::WTed in the CaDadim Atttic waters io the cady
1950s eUended the open waler aM. ftDtbcr north which permi~ the seals to ea1arge their
swnmer range towards higher latitudes_ The population movcc1 from southwest Greenland
to areas of northwest~and during summers thereby ddayiDg the return of tbe seals to
Newfoundland waters in the fall. TI1ere have been additional reports of delayed migratioo
in mid-Labrador during the 1950s which may bave been the ~t of a decrease in the
population's size (H.A. W"L1liamson, unpublished data. cited in Sergeant 1965), or changes
in environmental cooditions (Williamson 1973. cited in Boles 1979). Similar changes in
distributioo: bave been ~ed in the eastern Atlantic. Haug Itt al. (1990) described tbe
southeru movements of an UJJusuaUy large number of harp seals in coastal regions of
Norway in 1987·1988 which coincided with a period of low temper.1tllles. salinity and
extensive ice cover in the Barents Sea. Alternately. it was suggested that the coUapseof the
Barents Sea capelin stock in 1985-1986 could have been a contributing factor in the
disuibutiooal changes observed in the eastern harp seal population.
In m::enl: YeaJ"5" significmt cxeanographic and biological changes have occurred in
Newfoundland waters. From the mid·l980s througb the mid-I990s. cooditioos colder
than normal were observed in the waters off northern and eastern NewfOUJJdland
(Drinkwater 1994, 1996; Drinkwater et al. 1992; Colbourne er ai. 1994) and declines of
abundances and soutbeaslern distributional shifts have been documented in many prey
species (Bai.rd Itt ai. 1992; lilly et al. 1994: Miller 1994: Gomes et ai. 19'95;
Mooteveccbiand Myers 1996). During this same period. harp seals were reported in ueas
where this species was not tbougbt to occur previously. For example. the offshore waten
of Newfoundland were documented as beiDg important wintering grounds for harp seals
(Stenson and Kavanaugh 1993). Although these findings confinned historical reports by
Robinson (1897) and Chafe (1923), they were in contrast with Sergeant (1991) who
coosidered the harp seal as a neanbore species seldom seen in offsbore waters. Ancc:dotaI
reports have also suggested that harp .seals were arnviQg sooner and staying 1000ger in
Newfoundland waters (Stenson and Kavanaugh 1993), suggesting that changes in their
residency might also be occurring. It is unclear how intensively offshore areas are utilized.
and if recent observations rdlect true diSO'ibutiooal changes or simply changes in survey
effort. It is apparent, though. that the annual range of the northwest Atlantic harp seal
needs to be~ and that enviroomental iDflueoces oeed to be included in the
iDvestiptioo..
1.3 Outline of the PI'I!KDt Study
The flJ'Sl objectiveof this study is to detenninethe spatial and temporal variability in
[be distribution of NewfOUDdland harp seals from 1991 through 1995. dllring 110I1.
whetping periods, using a spatial da1a analysis and <:OfnCtiDg for observation effort and
s.igbting cooditioos (OJapter 2). Geographical Information System (GlS) provides an
easily accessible means for this type of ana.Iysis. It can store and mampWate a wide nmge
ofdata types whose resulu can then be displayed grapbically. Furthermon:. an overlaying
of various physical and biological parameters can easily be done using different scales or
time frames. GES has proven to be of great: use in many studies of terrestrial migJ1lting
species. For example, information on the atigratiooal movements of a caribou ben:! was
given by using a GIS to map monthly pattenIS of distributioo of caribou via radio coUar
data (Simms and Ollerbead 1995). GlS has also been useful in habitat suitability studies.
For example. areas suitable for salmonid culture wen: determined by overlaying physical
and oceanographical c:bar.tcterist: of adjacent small~ and selecting areas that
c:ontaiDed combinations of physical and oceanographical characteristics most suitable for
salmon (Ross t!101. 1993). However. applying GIS technology to marine mammal
distributiooal research is pnIiminaryandhas beeo. limited to modeUingstudies. French and
Reed (1989) used a GIS to pmtict the seasonal migration of the northern fur seal
(Callorhirwsursinus) in the Bering Sea, while Moses (1995) used a GlS to determine the
summer babitat of the north Atlantic right whale (EubaJoena.gfodaJis) and to predict other
poc.ential summering grounds. This study does not intend to modd or predict the
distributioo oftbebarp seal in the DOrthwesr: Atlantic. Rather, ilhas used a GIS 10 illustrate
seal distributiooal patterns tbal have emerged from the data.
The second objectiveafthis study is to examine the harp seal distribution in relalioD
to the physical and biological fealW'es of the DOI'tbwest AlIantic(Olapter 3). Ice conditions
are known to influence harp seal migration (Tunosheako 1986), as well as their distribution
on the ice fields (Dorofeev 1939; Nazarenko 1981; Sergeant 1991: Haug el ai. 1994).
While the influence of bathymebic conditioos on the distribution of harp seals is stiU
understood poorly, it is becoming more commonly studied in other pUmipeds species.
Bengtson aDd Boveng (1995) found that although pn:ferring the edge of the ice, crabeater
seals (LDbodon carcinopItagvs) did DOt advance further" than the cootinental slope edge,
even wben the ice edge exteoded beyond. Harp seals are wide ranging and highly mobile
animals. Information on the influenced physical and biological characteristics such as ice
cooditioosand bathymetry, as well as clwaeteristics$uch as water temper2tUte and prey
distribution. on the harp seal disbibution would allow areas of higher seal habitat utilization
to be identified. increasing our understanding of the seasonal distribution of seals and how
they utilizetbeirenvironment. This information is imponant in planning future research as
well as wben attempting to detennine the~ of potential intmtctioo with prey species
such as commerc:ial fish stocks.
The stUdy area coosists of the c:ootine:Dtal she1fJslope of the northwest AdaDtic
ocean belween46'"and '!B' N and 46° and 5? W, covering the southern Labrador Shelf, die
nottheast Newfoundland Shelf. the DOfthcm Grand Banks and the adjacent COIl;tinental
slope to a maximum depth of approximately3640 m (Figure 1.2). The continental shelf is
a broad and relatively nat area of approximately 400 m, which extends from the coast to
depths of 500 m. Currents over the continental shelf are slow and are not: unidirectional
over the entirearea (Petrie and Anderson 1983). On the other band. the continental slope is
an area where depth changes from.soo to 2CXX) m over less than 100 tm iu disaance. The
Labrador CUI'R01 is a strong cum:nt that passes over and seaward of the shelf break
(Tang (992). Sea ice fOImS iu mid-January iu oortbem Newfoundland and extends
southwards ontil the end of March, covering the northeast Newfooodland Shelf and the
northern Grand Banks throughout most of the wiuterand spring (Cote 1989). The position
and velocity of the Labrador Corrent ate not affected by the presence of sea ice
(Tang 1992).

.. .. ... ..
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Figure 1.2 Bathymetric feanues of the stUdy area (taken from Lilly tl aL 1994).
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Chapter 2: Spatial and Temporal Distributions of
Harp Seals off Eastern Newfoundland and Labrador
2.1 Igtrodpdjon
Our k:D<nVledge of the distributioD of seals is usually based on infonnation obtained
from anecdotal sightings. tagging surveys. by-catch reports, or sightings of bauled.-out
animals. Usually the da1a are limited in terms of periods or areas covered. and cannot be
quantified because of the lack of lnformatioo. on sampling effort. Therefore. a
comprehensive assessment of the year-round distribution of these animals is not available..
Relatively few details ~ known about the distribution of harp seals in the
Newfoundland area. It was considered to be primarily a nearshore species
(Sergeant 1991). although, at the tum of lhe century then: were reports of suIs offshore on
the Grand Banks (Robinson 1897; Chafe 1923). There have also been indications. since
the late 1980s. thatbarp seals arrive in Newfoundland waters earlier-in the fall. stay later in
the spriog, and are suo in offshore areas more commooJy than in previous years
(Stenson and Kavanaugh 1993). Providing preliminary data 00 offshore distribution, these
recent fiodiDgs are viewed as the first attempt 10 ql1aJltify harp seal distribution wbile
cootroUing for sampling effort. Because of the abseoce of knowledge OIl. distribution of
sampling effort in time and space in previous studies, it is unclear if the recent iDCIeaSe in
harp seal sightiogs in offs.hoa arus is due to variations in sampling effort or shifts in
distribution related 10 recent environmental conditioDS. It was therefore clear that further
studies should control for survey variables. sucb as sampling effort. to permit fwther
knowledge to be gained.
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Wealher cooditions such as visibility. sea state. and wiDd fon:e bave also been
adcDowledged as potential biases in studies that involve obsavatioo of marine mammals •
sea (e.g.. Holt 1987). Nonetheless, tmvious studies on harp seals have not corrected for
sighting cooditions(e.g.• Stenson aDd Kavanaugh 1993). An index of sighting conditions
has been COIlStl'UCted by Clarke (1982) for cetaceans., but an index for sighting plnnipcds
still needs to be devised.
The objective of !his c:haptEr is to examine seasooa1 aDd inter-annual cbaDges in tbe
distriburionoflwp seals (rom 1991 through 1995. using sightiDg I'31eS and a Geopph.ical
Information System.. Data were standardized for differmces in sampling effort and
sighting conditions based upon a oewly-developed deteetability classification index that I
designed for the purpose of this study.
2.2 Materials and Methods
Information DO the presence of seals in the northwest Adantic was coIJected using
1ine-b3Dscct methodology aboard research vessels from 1991 to 1995 (Table 2.1). The
majority of the surveys were carried out from platforms of opponunity during cruises
directed towards surveys of grou.adfish. Trusects were coo.dueted while the vessel
proceeded at a CODstant speed and lasted for 2 h. or until there was a change in heading.
Ship speed during~ l3Dgcd from 0 to 26 kmIh. though modal speed was
approximatdy 185 km/h. One or two observers. located on the bridge or crows nest at a
height ofB to 17 m above sea level, SClUIDed to the horizon the area within a 180'" swath in
froot of the vessel. The majority of observers (71 %) were trained in sighting marine
mammals with 46% classified as 'Expert' (because of tbeirell1ensive experience in sighting
seals) and 25% classified as 'Reliable'. The remaining observetS were either
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untrained (8%) or of unknown experience (21 %). Data provided by untnined or unknown
observe~ was not used in the analysis with the exception of the survey done io July and
August of 1991 as itwas lheonly survey providing infonnatiOD OQ summer distribution.
The stan: and finish locations (latitude and longitude), date. weatber cooditions.
position and number of harp seals sighted were recorded for eacb transect. The actual
number of seals was recorded when 10 seals or feweT were sighted. Because of the
diffkulty estimating group size of seaLs, a relative group size category (II-50 seals:
514100 seals; slOl seals) was~ for larger groups. The lowest nwnber in each
category was used to calcuJate total sightings of seals. Whenever possible. seals we~
classified according to species. often with the use of binoculars (7 X 30). If the species
could DOl: be identified, it was coded 'unknown'. Since hooded seals (the ocher common
pinniped in these waters) have been known to be easily identified by observers and thai.
otbet" seal species have DOC: been observed in the area, the majority of unknown sightings
were assumed to be of harp seals. Therefore. all unknown seals, accounbngfor oaly 4.6%
of the total sightings. were combioed with harp seals in tbeanalysis.
The year was blocked into five periods repmlCQtiDg the difTemlt ecological phases
of the harp seal migration: data from Juuary and February were grouped to indicate the
wintering period; March portr.lyed the distribution of the seals during the whelping period;
April and May coostitute the mou.lting period ~fered to as the spring period; June to
August. the harp seal's northern migratioo and summering period; and September to
December. the southern migration period. Since the distributioo of hatp seals during the
whelping period has been the subject of a number of publications (e.g.• Sergeant 1982;
Stenson t!t al. 1995), the whelping period was not investigated. Furthermore. due to the
lack of data. the southern migration period was also DOt investigated.
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The study area was divided into subareas of ,- latitude and longitude. Sampling
effort was e:stima1£das the Iineardi.stanee, in km. between the stan and flllisb of a transee:l
line. Occasiooal chmges in the beadiog of the vessels were DC)[ always noted aDd
tbe~fore. the calculated effort represcots the minimum possible. In some cases. baD:Sed
linesovedapped more thanooe block of analysis. For these. the segment tr.IveUed in ex:b
block was calculated and the corresponding distance ttavelled were added to the total
sampling effort of the blocks encountered. Total sampling effort for each area was
considered to be the total km tlaveUed in that area. For descriptive purposes. nears.horc
areas were defIned as being all areas that abutted land.
I created a detectabilityiDdex using estimates of visibility, Beaufort sea state, wind
speed and icecovcr information (Table 2..2). This multi-variate index was created in order
to exclude from the data set transects that were b1Ivelled under conditions which would
reduce the probability of sigbting seals. A priori, visibility cooditions had to allow for
sightiogs of at least 4 km ahead of the vessel in order for a transeCt to be used. When
Beaufort sea state information was availabl.e and ice cover was less than 7'0%. only
lral1SeCtS c::dJec:ted in Beaufort of less than 5 (winds of less thaD 46 kmIh. waves of less
than 1.8 m. etc.) were acceptedfor further analyses. When Beaufort sea state information
was unavailable (55% of the tnnsects) wind coDditioos were used. Only transects ill
which winds were less than 46 kmIb. (25 kDots) were used. All tr3nSeCts through aras of
>709L ice cover were used because Beaufort sea state IDd wind conditions~ considered
imlevant when there is high ice coverage. Statistical differences between the data
discarded in each period was investigated using an ANOVA with a type two error rate of
a = 0.05.
The high variability in sampling effort among years and areas. as well as the
absence of replication which precludes evaluating the standard error and mean sighting rate.
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prevented me from swistically quantifying the variation in the harp seals distributioo
among year.> compared. Because of the limits of the analysis. the present study should be
considered as man: of a descriptioo of distributional trends lhroughout time than of a
statislieal demOllSlration of diff~ces in distributiooal panems. Nonetheless. visual.
appraisals of the distribution of sampling effort and sighrings were made using a GIS.
Eacharea was coded usin&, the Iatiwdeand loogitudc of the southeast comer. For example.
aru4950 would represent the area north of the 49" N and west of $1' W. The sampliD&
cfI'Ol1{kIn tr.lveUed)and thesigbting rate of seals (number of seals -kID") were delermiDcd
for each area. 'The inteosity of sampling effort was grouped into six. classes (<0-9.9 Ian:
IQ.19.9 kID; 20-29.9 Ian; 30-39.9 km; 40-69.9 Jan: 0!:70 Ian), while the sighting rates of
seals were classified into 6 groups (<O-Q.l seals -1an.1; 0.11-05 seals _km· l :
0.51·1.0 seals -Ian'I; LOI-2.0 seals -Ian'I; 2.01·5 seals -km"': 25.01 seals -kDf'). For
each period. areas whieb had the greatest numberofscals -blf' were dermed as abundance
peaks. A change in the location of peak arus from year to year would imply a change in
the distribution pattern. In order to quantify the dispersion of the animaJs in the survey
area. I defined the seal dispersioo variablcas the percallO( areas occupied by seals divided
by the total Dumber of anas surveyed uoder standardized si&htiDg conditions.
2.3 Resplts
Nioe swveys we~ cooductcd resulting in a total of 823 tJmsectS and 12796.7 kIn
uaveUed(fable23). After data standardization, 217 tr.u1sects were discarded resulting in
an overall reduction of 2765.3 Ian in the sampling effort and 735 seal sightings. Surveys
conducted by uotraiDed or unknoWD observers (1991 sprinl period and 2 trnnsects of the
1992 spring period) accouDted for 10% of the discarded sampling effort. Among the
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discarded data, 64.4% of the sampling effort and 903 % of the seal sightings came from
the winter period. A significant difference was found among periods in the % sampling
effort (0 =9, F =235.6. P < 0.05) and % seal sightiDgs (n =8. F = 104.76. P < 0.05)
which were removed.
1 3.1 WJPkr Df'tribptiog
The patest sampful.g effort occurred during the winter period (January~Febnwy)
with surveys CClIlCio<Ud in all yean from 1991 to 1995 (figure 2.1). Most surveys were
dooe in February, although 1994 surveys began slightly earlier (2S Januuy; Table 2.1).
The I"lUlge of sampling efl'on was less than I km to m.7 k.m ttaveUed per area
(Appendix 1). The winter of 1991 had less samplingeflort compued with other yean. but
rea!ODI.b1e uu. coverage (Figure 2.1). The winten of 1992 and 1993 had similar ara.
coverage (15 arus in common) aDd similarsampfing efl'ort(Figure 2.1). The winters of
1994 and 1995 were also both similar in sampling effort but surveyed exclusively !be
northern Grand Banks (Figure 2.1).
'The 1991 dispersion of seals was impossible to assess due 10 low sampling effort
and sighting rate (Figun 2.2). However. the few sightings did provide geneIlll
information on the range of the harp seaJs., not being observed south of 4l!1' N or north of
53°N. 1992 bad sightings io only 38% ofall areas covered. rangiDgfrom48"'toS3°N. In
thewinterof 1993. 73% of all azusc:overed had seal sightings, ranging from 46° to sr N.
iDdicatiDg a wider dispersion of seals than the previous year. Seals were sighted in 88%
and 100"1I of aU lUea5 covered in 1994 and 1995 respectively (Figure 22). Total range
was impossible to assess for these two years because of small latitudinal coverage. When
viewed as a whole, harp seals appear to be dispersed widely during the winter period,
bcingobserved from 46° to S3°N.
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Due to low sampling effort and sightiog rate (only 5 seals were sighted). 00
abuDdance peak was dderminefor 1991. Nooetheless. most of these seals wen: observed
in area4950 whicb is consistent with the abundance peak obtaiDedin 1992 (Figure 2.2). A
large numberof seals -bo" also occurred in area 4849 in 1992.. In 1993. harp seals were
observed predominantly in area 4951. They also appeared in high number in area 4950.
These results suggest that during the winters 1991 to 1993. harp seals were observed
primariJy in the area of the northern Gnmd Banks around the 49" parallel N and 5I:!'. 51°
meridian W (areas 4950 and 4951; Table 2.4).
TIle winters of 1994 and 1995 showed a difl'Cmltdistributiooal pattem(figure 2.2)
tbao the winters of 1911-1993. Sighting peaks wen: Iocar:ed for both years in the oortbenl
area of the Grand Banks but this lime in area 4849. Winter 1994 appears to exhibit an
intermediate disaibtJtion between patterns revealed in the 1991- 1993 period and in the 1995
period. 1be two highest numberof seals -km: l were 10000ediD area 4849 (1.50 seals -kIn· l )
and in area 4952 (137 seals -!em. I ). 10 contrast, the 1995 winter sbowed a predominant
aggregation in area 4849. In 1994. numbers of seals .km,l were similar among survey
areas. while in 1995 numbers of seals _kID,t were dissimilar among survey areas such thai:
there was a greater amcenlntioo in area 4849. 11lese results indicate that during the
winters 1994 and 1995 baJp sea1s were mostly sccn along the 48'" paralld N in more
offshore areas (along the~ meridian W) than what had been observed iD the 3 previous
years (fable2.4).
1.3 2 Sprig Distribgtiog
Surveys were conducted during the spriDg period (April-May) of 1992 and 1993
(Figure 2.3). 1992 surveys were daDe during April. while 1993 was surveyed throughout
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May (fable 2.1). The nmge of sampling effort was appIOmnacdy 03 to 239.8 kin
travelled per area(Appeocb 2). 1992 was a very broad (38 areas) and intense (average of
80.8 km. traveUed) survey year, covering a number of neaJ'- and offshore areas of eastern
Newfoundland and l...a.bradorwllile the 1993 period covered areas within the 48'" and 51° N
andtbe~andS3·W.
Harp seals wen: present in51%' of areas surveyed in 1992 (Figure 2.4). Due to the
small survey coverage. dispersion was not assessed for 1993. Peak abundance occurred in
area 5052 for 1992. although tbere was low sampling effort (18.7 Ion travelled;
Figure 2.4). Amas 4950 and 5051 also bad high cooceu.tratioos of seals but had a higher
samptingeffort. Due to bigber sampling dTort. areas 4950 and 5051 should be qardcdas
"alternative peat" areas. an:a 5051 having the greatest number of seals -kIn'· of the two
areas. (n 1993. the peak was in area. 4952. Results from 1992 lUe therefore the most
informative and suggest that harp seals lUe widely dispersed during the spring period,
being observed from .polo 54° N, although harp seals were observed predominantly along
the5O"N.
2.3.3 S,..r Distrjb!tiop
1991 was the only year durina: which summer surveys (June lO August) were
cooducted uDder fair to exoelleot sighting conditioos (Flgure 25). There was low
sampling effort in most areas tnlvelled,lberange being bc:tween2.6 and 114.4 km for each
area (Appendix3), although there was very wide coverage (321UeaS).
Seals occupied only 22% of the total number of areas covered, sigbtings beiDg
limited to nearshore 8JUS of northeastern Newfoundland aDd Labrador between 49" and
540 N (Figure 2.6). The sighting peak was in area 5456 (037 seals 'lan° l ) with slightly
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smallernumbers of seals 'km-I i.D arusSl54 aodS3S6. Hence. tberelalivdysmall Dumber
of harp seals in the study aru were aggIegated along the coastline of eastern Labrador for
the 1991 summer period.
2.4 DiscDssion
This study is the first to quantify harp seal distribution in the northwest Atlantic
while coDtrolling for changes in weather coo.ditiOllS by using a detectability index.
Furthennore. data from the winler period proved to be the most informative due to !be
consistency in dales surveyed. the higher levds of sampling effort and also due to its 5 year
spaD therefore providing information OD seal distribution during a period not wdl known to
this point. The use of a sighting rate proved to be an efficient way (0 allow for interareaJ.
comparisons of relative abundance of seals using data staDdardized for effort. Surveys
were conducted on platforms of opportuoity. which meant that sampling effort was
designed fOl" other purposes aod an:as swveyed were not UDder my control. However. lhis
allowed for a better coverage of the northwest Atlantic which in return iDCJeaSed our
knowledge of harp seal distribution in areas that had not been previously investigated. It
also resulted in geographical variation in sampling from year to year as well as from period
to period. Statistical analyses of interannual variations was lbcrefore DOl possible due to
inconsistency in areas surveyed.
The detectabilityiDdex that was created in this swdy was based on criteria that~
considered mandatory in studies that have standardized for sighting conditions. I chose to
discard data ~yond cenain limits of visibility, Beaufort sea stale, wind speed and ice
conditions. Those limits were based on suggestions made by the expert observers and
were selected in a cooservative maDDer due to the problems associa1ed with sighting a
species like the harp seal. The guidelines used in my detecubil.ityiodex are similar to those
used in other small marine mammal studies. Ftt il1.5laIJCe, the use of index 5 in Beaufort
state as a cut.·off is COIlSisteDt with other surveys of smaU marine mammals
<e.g., Holt 1987: Reilly and Fiedler 1994; Northridge ~r ai. 1995). Although behaviou.ral
differences prevent us from making direct comparisons of the sightabiJity of the two
species. the minimum sighting cooditioos an similar to those proposed for harbour
porpoises (Phocoena. phocoora; Oad::e 1982) which is regarded as baving similar
sightabilitycharacteristicsas tbeharp seal. In this study. visibility was the prime factor- iII
tbedetecuhilityindex. Usually, tr3DSCetS that are travelled in visibility coo.ditions of ltIOr!:
than 1 krn areoonsidere<l ac:ceplabIe{e.g., Northridge ~l ai. 1995). However, since most
seals were ~Iy sighted within 1 km distance of the survey vessel in this study, I chose 10
increase the limits of visibility OOIIditions and accept transects only greater than 4 km of
visibility. This limit was viewed by experienced observers as being a minimum under
whicb there was a bigherprobability of missing seals. Since Beaufort sea state was often
absent from the data, wind speed was also included in the deteetability index. The high
level of conelatioo of wind velocity and Beaufort sea state allowed me to approximate
Beaufon state data when it ....as not recorded. Weather variables used in the detr.dability
index represent the avemge COQditioo for a complete transect and were constant throughout
the transect. Although meteorological cooditions may have varied during a single transect,
they were unlikely to have varied significantly without being recorded and the transect
stopped. Therefore, I believe that this method. although nOl: perfect, ensures reliable
comparisons amoog data sets.
When assessing relaJive abundance of harp seals, the lowest value of each group
sUe category was used Surveys were originally designed so that sightings of more than
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11 seals were classified according to a group size category_ Thus. it was impossible to
mwess seal numbers ooa: surveys were completed. SiDc:e the last category (>100 seals)
did DOl have an upper limit. it was judged best to use the lower values ralhcrthan the higher
or median valoes for each category. The use of the lower value of the categories w~
unlikdyto bias the resulting treDds since 92% of the sighting events (n = 514 events) were
of groups smaUerthan IOseaJs. Sightingsof groups of SO • 100 seals~ only on 4
occasions. while 9 groups of :>100 seals were sighted (winter period). TherefOR;. usiD&
the lower value of each category for groups of more than 50 seals was rarely done and ally
bias present would underestimate sightings of groups of >100 seals which were
representative of mucb Iaegeraggregations.
The number of seals sighted can be influenced by a variety of factors such as
avoidance response to the sighting platform. location of seal in water or 011 ice, group size
and theexperienceoftbe observer. In this study. the extensive temporal and spatial scope
meant that numerous observers of various experience levels were used. However.
observer experience was accounted for in the analysis by discarding data collected by
untrained or unknowD observers. A11 exception to this was the summer data which were
collected by an observer of unknown experience. Although not conforming to the
previously stated staDdards. I chose to make use of tbcse data since only one observer was
used throughout the summer survey_ Furthermore, since this was the only year surveyed
during the summer, DO iDterseasooa.I comparisoDS were made which etiJninated lOy bias
caused by the diff~Dce iD the observer's level of experieoce among yeaB compared.
Detectabilityof seals is likely to decn:ase if seals are solitary or if seals are in water
rathertban on ice. Most of the sighting events were of seals in small groups. Therefore,
some seals might not have been detected. However. since sightings of small groups were
predominant in all periods. eveD in the spring period wben seals tend to aggregate in large
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patches. underestimatiOlls were assumed to be constant throughout the survey period.
Seals were sighted mainly in wafer during the winters of 1991 to 1994-
(7O'fl, 0 = 1410 seals) while in 1995 sc:als were sighted more frequently in ware..
(CJ9'I,. Q = 482) thaD OIl ice. Nooetbeless. seals were predomiDandyin waterioalJ winters.
As for !be spriog period. the percentage of seals sighted on ice was dissimilar between
1992 and 1993 (85% and 19% respectively). However. 1992 and 1993 were oot
compared due to dissimilarities to sampling effort. Thus. iDterannuaI comparisons were
made oo1y among winlen when poop size aDd IocaDoo of seal (in ,..-ater or 00 the ice)
were relativelyconsisteDt such that although UDderestimationsof sightiogs is surely present
it is likely constant among winters compared.
TIle behavioural response of harp seals to an approaching vessel is unpredictable
(Pembenon elaJ.. 19(4). In otberstUdies. dolphins were found to altertbe direction and
tbe speed of their movemcat when approached by surveying vessels
(Au and Perryman 1982: Hewin 1985). Since the rcactiollS of harp seals were assumed to
have cause similar bias lbroughout the study, the potential influence of differences in
behavioural responses was DOl: considered further.
GIS was the primary lOOl for analyzing and prescoting the results in this study.
This visual aid allowed for a rapid evaluab.oo of the extent of the survey coverageas well as
the ldentificatiooof the peak seal areas io relation to physical features. One degree blocks
weR: used in the analysis !iDee this area size was considered to be the smallest area with
sufficient sampling effort. Previously. several authors have used lhis block size when
analyzing distributioD of marine mammals over large survey areas (e.g.• Bigg 1990;
Reilly and Thayer 1990; Buckland ~t ai. 1991; Northridge ~t ai. 1995). TheR: was some
coocem that comparisons amoug near- and offshore areas could be biased; the areal
coven.a:e available is equal amoug offshore azeas while nearshore areas have less actual
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walerswface resultiogln grearercoveragefor a given level of effort. NooetheJess. this did
Dot effect the results of this study siDce sightings per area were SWldardizedfor effort.
Due to logistical constnints, knowledge of NewfowxtIand harp seal distributioo
bas mainly focused 00 periods wben seals aggregate i.e., whelping and mouJting periods.
Thus., knowledge of the distribution of seals in wiDter bas been prefuninary until DOW
(Stensoo and Kavanaugh 1993). This study provides the first quantitative assessment of
the yeady distribution of barp seals in the northwest Atlantic. therefore allowing 8 better
llDderstandi.ng of the distribution of harp seals, particularly in winter.
Harp seals were fouod to occupy overS-of latitudeof the northwest Atlanticdurin&
the winter and covering the upper 6- of laritude of the survey aru during the summer
period. This broad dispersion of harp seals in the northwest Atlantic confirms results from
Sergeant (1965) who thought thatthc difference in timing of migration of young and adult
seals. yoong seals migrating laler than adult seals, explained the spread of the sea.l
populatiooovcr 1400km during their migration. Harp seals were also dispersed over B'
of latitude during the spring period. This broard dispersioo was llDCXpec:ted sioce the
moulting period was considered to be a period wbere seals aggregated in large patches
DOrth of YrN attbe eastem edge of the sea ice. east of Belle Isle (Sergeant 1965). as was
also found in this study. Seals were therefore solely found within the mouJting p8ICh
boundaries during moult. But as pointed out by Sergeant. (l96S) it is possible that the
aerial surveys cooducted during his study bad oat extended far enough south from the
Strait of BeUe Isle to cover the entire range of the seal population. FwthenJl<lR. tbe
location of moulting patches can vary greatly among yean (G.B. StensoD. peB. comm.) so
the distributioD of seals is highly variable, and greatly influenced by icc conditions
(Sergeant 1991). This stUdy thm:f<m provides new insight on harp seal disaibutioo
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during the spring period by ideDtifying lmaS that are DOC within the traditional moulting
Overall. the distribution of harp seals does DOt cooform [Q the traditional belief tbal:
this species is predominantly a De3nhore resident (Serxeant 1965. 1991). Within the
survey area, larger Dumbers of harp seals wen: located in atas covering the most eastml
part of the Newfoundland Shelf during the sprio&: and winter periods. Some sigblings did
occur in oearshon: areas although areas abuttiDg land were DOt well covered. Neanbore
areas were found to be occupied by mostsea1sooly during the summer. This accords with
Huntsman ~taJ. (l9S4) and Boles (1979) who stated that barp seals continue their oortbem
migration along the coastline after they reach the Strait of Belie [sIc. This study therefore
confirms. over an extended time frame while controUiDg for detectability differences.
previous reports (Robinson 1897; Chafe 1923: Boles 1979: Stensoo and Kavanaugh 1993)
that offshore waters are utilized by harp seals. Due to dissimilarities between ~viOU$
studies aDd the present one as well as reduced coverage of nean.bore areas during winter. I
am DOC able to iofer that the distributioo of the seals in oearshcn~ has decreased due to
shifts from nearshore areas to more offshore areas.. It is dear though from these results.
that offshore~ are used by harp seals during most of the year with the possible
exceptionof the swnmeroorthem migration.
IodicatiODS of cbaDges in distributioo. and migration patterns in the late 1980s
(Stenson and Kavanaugh 1993; Solcum. 1995) are coofirmed by the results of the winter
and summer periods of this srudy. During the winter, Sergeant (1991) observed seals
mainlynear~N,wherea.s in this study they were sun further south near 48" and 49"' N.
It is uncertain that a southern shift has occurred between the study periods of Sergeant
(1991: 1950 to the 1970's) and the 19905, however, a southeru expansion was observed
between 1991-1993 and 1994-1995. Furthermore. harp seals have been reported duriDg
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the early 19905 as far south as New-Jersey (Slocum. 1995) which is well beyond their
known range. As for the summer. Fisher (1955) and Sergeant (1965) mentioned that by
the end of May, NewfOUDdJand seals were all seen DOrth of BeUe Isle (~N). Due to
cbangc:s in the winter distributioo. the summer distributioa may have also been modified..
[f lrue. this could uplain the greater Dumber of seals reponed in soutbenl nearsb<n areas
of Labrador compared with previous nndings. If DOl, it may indicate that for some
unknown reason seals might have delayed their northern migration. Altemarively, these
recent observations could simply be due to difference in sampling effort. However. it is
mOSl: likely that the pRSmce of seals in coastal southern labrador and aortbem
Newfoundland as lateas August is indicative of changes in the migration pattern in m:ent
yeon.
Harp seal distributional cbaoges bave been previously attributed to variation in
oceanographic aDd biological conditioos (Fisher 1955; Haug et 01. 1990). In the next
chapter. I investigate the physical and biological factors that might dim;:dy or indi.m:dy
influeocc distributional patterns harp seals in the northwest Adantic.
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Table 2.1. Research vessel trips between 1991 and 1995 during which marine mammal
surveys were conducted.
y", Dates Weatho< Name of
_of
d>.. v....,, Survey
WmterPeriod
1991 3-25 Feb. Available Gadus Atlantica Groundfish
1992 5-29 Feb. Available Gadus Atlantica Grouodfish
1993 4-28 Feb. Availa~e Gadus Atlantica Groundfish
1993 10-25 Feb. Available e""dal S<al
1994 25 Jan.-7 Feb. Available ~arE.xplorer S<al
1995 2-15 Feb. Available Wilfred Templeman Seal
Spring Period
1991 5-3 May N/A Alfred Needler Ground/i'"
1991 11 May N/A NFlD. Lynx GroundrlSh
1992 7·Z7April Available NA..D. Lynx Grouodfisb
1992 7-27 April Available Northern Kingfisher Groundfisb
1992 1S-30April Available Beothic Endeavor S<al
1993 12-21 May Available Polar Explorer S<al
Summer Period
199\ 23 July-5 Aug. N/A NFlD. Lynx Oceanography
Nok: NJA meaDS non-available.
Table 2.2 Deteetability index based 00 critera having aD adverse effect 00 the
ability to observe harp seals at sea.
Ice coverage Beaufort sea sWe W'Uld speed
index
Visibility conditions<_ >4Ian
<70%
>70%
<5 discarded accepted
>S di""""'" discarded
NlA < 46l<mIh discarded
-
>46kmIh di""""'" di>anled
discarded accepted
Table 2.3. Standardized and unstandardized sampling effort and number of sightinas by period.
Samplingeifort Number of sightings
'lransecl Kmtravelled Harp seals Unknown seal sp. Total
Yelr Sland. Unstand, Stand. Unslalld. Stand. Unstand. Sland. Unstand. ~,
Winter Period
1991 19 28 210.9 280.9 4 5 I 2 5 7
1992 91 120 2082 2549 31>l 335 16 17 324 352
1993 115 162 1652 2007 550 971 57 74 flJ7 1045
1994 49 61 752.9 1171.3 467 479 7 • 474 487
1995 ., 127 772.2 1243.9 297 480 2 2 299 482
Spring Period
1991 0 10 0 240.8 0 0 0 0 0 0
1992 135 158 3035 3333 341 341 22 23 36.1 364
1993 28 64 52A.4 923.• 51 II. I 2 52 120
Slimmer Period
1991 88 93 1002 1047 3 3 28 30 31 33
Iii
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Table 2.4. Abundance peaks (number ofsealslm:r') of winters 1991-1995.
Number of seals .km-'
Aroo 1991 1992 19'J3 1994 1995
4849 0 2..20 0.69 150 1.63
4850 0.14 0.26 0.01
4851 0 0 0.04
4852 0.'" OJJ6 0-01
4949 0 0.02 0.16 0.06
49SO 022 3.05 I.Tl 0.18
4951 0 7.94 0.68 0.05
49S2 0 137 030
"''''
0 0.10 0.13
51'" 0.15 032 0.05
5151 0 om 0.14
5251 0 0.02 0.02
5352 0.02 0-01 0
5353 0 0 0
5453 0 0 0
Figure 2.1. Annual sampling effort in surveys conducted under fair to excellent sighting
conditions for the January·February period.
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Figure 2.2. Annual relative sighting rates for harp seals standardized to 1 km effort in surveys
conducted under fair to excellent sighting conditions for the January.February
period.
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Figure 2.2. Continued
January-February 1994
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January-February 1995
Figure 2.3 Annual sampling effort in surveys conducted under fair to excellent sighting
conditions for the April-May period.
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Figure 2.4. Annual relative sighting rates for harp seals standardized to 1 km effon in
SUlVeys conducted under fair 10 excellent sighting conditions for the April-May
period
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Figure 2.5. Annual sampling effort in surveys conducted under fair to excellent sighting
conditions for the June-August period.
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Figure 2.6. Annual relative sighting rates for harp seals standardized to 1 km effort in
surveys conducted under fair to excellent sighting conditions for the
June-August period.
Number of Seals Sighted per Krn Travelled
o 0.00
<0.00 - 0.10
0.11 -0.50
• 0.51 - 1.00
• 1.01 -2.00
• 2.01- 5.00
• >5.01
June-August 1991
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Chapter 3: Winter Spatial Distribution of Harp
Seals Relative to the Biotic and Abiotic Features of
the Northwest Atlantic
3.1 Intl'Oductiog
In chapter 2. the northern part of the Grand Banks was derLDed as the main area
occupied by Newfouodland harp seals during January and February. A chaDge in thelr
winter distribution was also observed, being similar from 1991 to 1993 while shifting
slightly southward in 1994 and 1995. During that same period. significant changes to the
oon.bwestAdanticiCnvirorunentoccurred; 1991 through 1993 was characlerizedby strong
northwesterly winds, cold sea temperatures, low salinities. early ice formation and greater
than nonna! areal extent of ice in the waters off northern and eastern Newfoundland
(Drinkwater 1994. 1996: Drinkwater et aL 199'2; Colbourne et ai. 1994) while
environmental COQditious became more temperate durtni the winter months of 1994 and
1995 (Colbourne 1995. 1996). Furthermore, many prey species declined in abundance.
and southeastward distribution shifts have been documented (Baird et al. 1992;
UUyetal. 1994; Miller 1994; Gomes elaL 1995; Mooteveccb.iandMycrs 1996). Changes
in the distribution of harp seals populations have been linked previously to changes in
oceaoog:raphic and bioiogicaJ cooditions (Fisher 1955; Haug etaI. 1990). The coocurrence
of recent changes in the willter distribution of Newfoundland harp seals with aooormal
environmental conditions suggests that physical and biological factors may influeDCe the
distribution of this population.
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Little research bas dmcdyaddressed the effects that envirownental factors have OIl
the distribution of harp seals. Sergeant (1991) suggested that ice thickness influeoced the
locatioQ of whelping sites but this was not measured directly. In contrast., severe ice
conditions have been correlated with whelping patches being further offshore in the
northwest Atlanticpopulation(Sergeant 1982). and with changes in the migration routes of
the White Sea population Oimoshenko 1986). In additiOD, the edges of ice fields have
been documented as been occupied by harp seals (Dorofcev 1939; Koski 198>:
Haug etaL 1994), puticu1arlyduring severe wiDteryears (Nazatenlco 1981). Perhaps this
is due [0 the largecoocentrations of prey species lhat have been reported at or close to the
edge of the icc edge (Templeman and May 1965; F~het 1990';
Chumakov and Savvatimsky 1990). Unfortunately, surveys dealiDg specifically wilh the
northwest Atlanticpopulatioo were coo.duetedonly during bauJ-oul periods (i.e.• whelping
aDd moulting; Sergeant 1965) or during the swnmer (Koski 1980) which precludes any
information au the winter period.
The influence of pbysical factors such as bathymetry on harp seal distributioD bas
also DOl been examined. A preliminary study that used satellite link time depth recorder OD
individual seals found that harp seals are capable of dives greater than 400 m
(SleDSOD and Sjan (997) however dives have DOC: been examined in details in relation to
bottom topography or feeding behaviour. In CODlnSt, several cetx.ean studies have
investigated the influenceof bathymeayon distribution_ Controlling for effort and using a
percent change in depth per an:a as an objective measure to quantify the degree of
inclination of the sea bottom. dolphins (genus Delphinus) and pilot wbales (GlobicephaJa
macrorhynchus) were found to be sighted more frequently in an::as of high percent change
in depth (Hui 1'T19, 1985; Selzer and Payne 1988). Waler depth has also been reported to
influence the: distribution of small cetacc:ans (Hui 19'79; Watts and Gask.in 1985;
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Polacbeck 1987) and matloe biIds (SlOQe I!t aI. 1995; Schneider 1997;
W. A. Mootevec:em.pe:rs. comm.). but does DOt appear to be as strong aD influence as the
perceDt change in depth.
The topography of the ocean floor has major influences on the OCCIIUlograpbic
clwaeteristics of a giVeD aru which ultimalely determines prey composition and
distributioo. Pepin aDd ParaDjape (1996) reported dw the higher coocentr.atioos of oirrak:
and pbytoplank1oo a100g the NewfOUDdland coatiDmtaI slope allow the area to be I:DOre
productive tbau that upoo. the Newfouodland Shelf. Upwelling and wa1er temperatures are
also likely to be different between shelf and sJope areas.. lbis broad continental shelf,
bordered by a steep conlinental slope, c~riu the bathymetric environment of
northwest Atlantic harp seals. Hence, cocnparisoos of bathymetry. ice conditions. water
temperanueand the distribution of majorprey species with harp seal distribution could help
ideotify some oftbecriticalelemeatsoftbe harp seaJ'scnvirocuoenL
lbe objectiveofthis chapter is to determi.Dcthe harp seal's winter habitat by using a
Geographical Information System (GIS) to describe the distribution of seals in relation to
ice conditions. water temperature, degree of iDclinationof the sea bottom, water depth. and
prey distributiOD within the northWe5t Atlanticfrom 1991lhrougb 1995.
3.2 Materials and M,thods
Seal sigh-tiDgs from January-Febnwy of 1991-1995 (as described in Chapler 2)
were plotted on ice charts closest, in time (range 0 - 6 days). to the sightings. The ice
chaltS were provided by lIie Atmospheric Environmental Services (AES) of Environment
Canada. For descriptive purposes. seal location was described as eillier in water or OD ice
relative to the icechuts. Seal iocationou. the ice cbart was made even more specific by the
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identification of ice thickness and size of ice noes. First year white ice (3Q.70 em thick.)
and grey~white ice (15-30 em thick) were investigated particularly since they have been
reported to be the minimum ice thickness requinld by whelping sea1s (Sergeant 1965;
G.B. Stenson pers. comm.). In this analysis. data coosisted of .::tuallocatioos of seal
sightings UDweighted for effort.
A generalized linear model (GLM) was llSed [0 test the locations of seals in wa[cr or
on icc. OtherGLM aoalysis' were performed using variables such 1$ total ooocentr'atioo of
ice. ice thickness and size of ice noes to investigate the influeoce of ice cbar.tcteristics OQ
the kx:ation of animals. Two separate analyses were perform~ODe IWng data pertaining
to the thickest ice pleseot and the second using data pertaining to the gn:atest partial
concentrationof ice in the area. Due to the DOll-normality of the residuals, randomization
tests (1000 iteratioos) weR: performed using a Monte Carlo method (Crowley 1992). A
SAS program (f. Bull.. Departme:ot of Biology. Memorial University of Newfoundland)
was used to randomly russign values of the number of seals to W various combinations
of icc cbaracteristicsfound. without replacemeuL P-values were based on the distribution
of F statistic values generated through these randotnitatioo. procedures. Tbese p-values
were calculated as being the probability ofobtaining an F statistic greater than that obtained
intbeoriginaJanalysis.
Sea surface tempera[UR; (SST) was investigated in order to quantify the thennal
habitat of harp seals reganUess of ice conditions. Based on data from Reynolds and Smith
(1994), SST dalaelUeodedfrom L991 to 1995 aDd consisted of moolhlySST ValuesOD a 1
degree grid. Only February SST values were used in the analysis because most surveys
were conducted during lhat period. The SST data are meant to be a rough estimale of the
prevailing water femperalUte foc ea<:h 1 degree 2 area during the winler surveys. A GLM
was used to test theareallocatiouof seals relative to gener.al thennal cooditions of the an:a
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using SST valuesandnumbetofseal.s _kln- t for eacbarea. Since residuals were viewed as
oonnaJ. DO taDdomizaliootest was oecessary.
To examiae the possible rdatiOD:Ship between bathymetry aDd disaibutioo of harp
seals, winter sighting data (Chapter 2) were compared to IopOgr.Ipbical data from die
Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS~ Ottawa). The MEnS topographical dala aft:
measuteS of distance em) to sea floor. collected aboard vessels every 1/12 degree. From
the MEDS dau.. bathymetry maps were geoenlted using SPANS Explorer and isobaW
created for each lO m iou:rval.
The influeuceofdegreeof iDdinatioo. of the sea bottom. was examined to dctenniDe
ifcbaoges in boaom protUe(slope d'fect)are an importaDtfaetor in the distribution of harp
seals.. The study area was divided in subareas of 1 depe blocks (see Chapter 2) and die
continental slope areas were defIned as being any block that abutted isobalhs of 50:) or
1000 m. [used a Contour Index (el). defined by Evans (1975), that incorporates changes
in depth and maximum depth for a given area. The CI is a dimensionJcss number that
ranges from 0.01 1099.99 indieatingthepercent change in depth in the sample area and is
ddinedas:
CI = 100 X [(Maxdepth - mindepth) I Maxdepth)
Previous studies(Hui 1979. 1985; SeJz.er-and Payne 1988) used lor 1.83 m as a minimum
depth in Evans' formula for areas that abuUed land. Due to the rapid change in deplh of
water along the Newfouadland coastline, the appropriateness of lbese minimums fOl" this
study was questioned. l therefore chose to test thn:e different CI models to ensure that at
least one of these models would correspond to the actual topography of the northwest
Atlantic. A minimum depth of I m was used in model I. In model II and model m.
miDimutn depths of 100 and 200 m. respectively, were used for areas ill which the aetwd
minimum. valuesamplcd was smaLlertban the minimum valueproposcd by the model. The
range of CI values Weft; then grouped into five eqoaJ. classes (0 - 19.~; 20 - 39.9lJlIo;
40- 59_99%; 60 - 79_99%: 80· 99.99'It) wbich were, aloog with numberof' seals 'mfl ,
assigned to each block of aDaIysis. Peaks were defmed as amlS of highest number of
seals -m- l • A GLM was used to test the distribution of seals relative to the degree of
inclinatiOIl of the sea bottom. Due [0 the Don-normality of the residuals, raDdoarization
tests were performed. as described previously, using number of seals 'Ian-I and a values_
Since DO significant differences were fouud among yean.. data for all ycus were grouped
in the anaiysis.
The importance of water depth was investigated using both actual water deptb at.
each seal sighting point, which was estimated using the value of the ck»est isobath, and
maximum depth of areas of I deg:reel. This allowed me to determine, using two different
spatial scales, if barp seals occupied areas where sea bed was within their diving scope
(Le_, 100 - 400 m). No statistical analysis could be caniedout using tbeactuai water depth
due to the absence of standardized efforL However, a GLM was used to test the
relationstUp between maximum waler depth of I degree l amu and distribution of harp
seals_ For each area, I determined the number of seals 'bo-I and maximum water depth
value. As the residuals were DOl nonnally distributed. tudom.izatioo, as dt:saibed
previously, was carried out. Data from all years were grouped siDee no significant
differeoces were round among years_
Distributions of prey such as Arctic:: cod (Bor~ogadlis saW), capclin (Mal/mus
vi/losw), Atlantic:: herring (Cwp~a harengus), juvenile Atlantic cod (Gadus Morhua;
inclividuals< 391 mm), and squid (Teuthoidea), were investigated by using data provided
by tbc Departmentof Fisberies and Oceans. SL Jobn's, NF. A complete description of the
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metbocIo'ogy employed to gatberthis dBa may be found in DaIlCY~laL (199S). Demersal
trawl surveys wen: coodueted in December 1992, December 1993 [0 January 1994. and
Deccmberl994loJanuary 1995. lbesesurveys are among the first to allow for catches of
Dot owy frsh of commetcial size butalsoofsmallcrfish which are also known [0 be preyed
upon by harp seals (Lawson ela1. 1995; Lawson and Stenson 1997). Numbers of fish
caught foc each spccic:s wen: grouped according to I degreel an:as and were expressed as
number of rlSb eaugbr: . 30 min lOW"1 . ara,"'. Visual appraisals of the distribution of fish
species were made using a GIS. A Peanoo product-moment test was employed to
determinetbe correlatiOll between distribution densities of seals aDd various prey. Due to
small sample size (0 <: 42), a colTeCtedformulafor r was used (KendaJl and Stuart 1961).
3.3 Results
13.1 Diltribwtjog ia INdo, to Ice Cowditiows yd ]'MImi Habil.lt
A to<aI of 16 charts were examined; the awcimuminterval between date of ice chart
and date of sighting being 6 days. In general, grey.white ice was local:cd between limits of
ice edge and first year white ice. The seaward edge of the ice field corresponded in most
cases to the limitJ of the two types of ice thickness investigated. Between 1991 and 1994.
all sampled areas had partial to complete ice coverage (Figures 3.1 to 3.4). In contrast,
only 62% (n = 712 km) of tbe sampling effort in 1995 was oooducted in llR:aS with pani.aI
to complete ice coverage, and the remaining 38% was coudtteted in areas with DO ice
(Figure 35>. Nonetheless, surveys of all years were conducted in both ice covered areas
and water areas and the southern edge of the ice field was surveyed in all years.
From 1991 to 1993, the majority of harp seals (98%, n = 936) were localed
scawatd of the icecover(Figwes 3.1 to33). 1Dc remaining 2% "'ere DO the coastal side
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of the ice COVeT. With the exception of 18 February 1991 and 8 Febnwy 1993. seals
a~ to be located within the ice pack, their distaDces varying from roughly 50 to 200
kmfrtllll t.bcedge. In 1994, seals were located over most of the southeastenlueaoflhe ice
cover. dispersed from the edge towards the inside of the ice field (Figure 3.4). In 1995.
seals were eitberclose co the ice edge offtbe soutb~coastof Newfoundland or in the
open water at distances greater than 100 km away from the seaward edge (Figure 3.5).
The 1995 distribution of harp seals, on ice VCBUS in water. was distinct from
previous years (Table3.1). From 1991 to 1994. oo.IyO.6% (0 =1410) of harp seals were
kx:aled in areas with no ice (i.e.• water or bergy water). In coouast, most seals (80%.
II = 299) were located in bergy areas in 1995. This may ff:Oect the greater sampling effon
in waterarusthan in ice~during1995 to some exteDL However, numbers of seals in
tlJe waler were mucb higher than those expected even acoouoting COl" the greater sampling
effort.
No significant relatiooship was found berween the distribution of seals and all ice
conditions investigated (fable 3.2. p> 0.05). Nonetheless. 87% (0 = 17(9) of aJl seals
were localed in areas where ice ooaccntration wu greater than 70%. Geoer.a11y seals were
located in areas of both first year white ice and grey-white ice (Table 3.1). However. in
1993 and 1994. seals were locak:dalso 00 thiooericesucb as new (<10 em thick) and grey
ice (10 - 15 em thick. Table 3.1). Owing 1991 to 1995. Iwp seals (0 = 1709) were
distributed mai.n.lyon small (56%. 20 -100 m wide) or medium floes of ice (23%.
100 - 500 m wide). The remaining 7% were located either on larger noes of ice
(5(X) m • 5 kID wide). or on strips of ice.
Sea swface teroperaturesof areas surveyed ranged froro -1.8 to 1.20 C. Seals were
found to be distributed in water swface temperatures ranging from -1.8 and 03· C
(Figure3.6). No significantdiffereacewas found in thedistributioo of seals relative to sea
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surface temperatuIe(n = 44, F= 1.05, P :> O.OS). The year effect was also non significant
(0 =44, F= 1.14, p> O.OS).
3 3.2 Didributiop jD Jlelatiop to Bathymetry
Three models of sea. floor relief were created during the investigatioo of the
influence of bathymetry on seal distribution (Appendix 4). With the exception of two
regions, similarpattemsof sea floor reliefw~ observed in all 3 models (Figure 3.7). As
expected, CI classes changed in coastaJ and GTand Bank areas as the models used higber
minimwn values. Surprisingly though, areas east of the Funk: Island Bank (i.e.• areas
5050 and 4949) failed to exhibit the high a values chantcteristic of continental edge areas.
In general, all models indicated that the continental sbelf is a rather flat area wbile the
continental edge has a abrupt change in depth. Nonetheless. modd II was viewed as being
the most rea.listicof all tb.ree models crated because it resembled the actual topograpby of
the continental shelf. In cootrast, models [ and III were considered not to be very good
models since areas that abutted land had dissimilar values of percent change in depth in
comparison to the rest of the continental shelf.
From 1991 to 1993. winter survey effol1. was greater along the continental edge in
areas of high CI classes (i.e.. :?: 60%). than in areas of low CI classes for all three models
created(fable33). In 1994 and 1995. survey effort was more eVenly distributed between
shelf and slope areas although areas of high a class remained more traveled during
surveys_ N"onetheless. with the exception of some classes in 1991 and 1993. all classes of
the contour index were sampled. Seals were distributed mainly along the margin of the
continental slope edge in winters 1991 and 1992 (Figure 2.2). In 1993. seals were
observed mainly on the continental shelf though stiU occupying areas along the cootineotal
slope (Figure 2.2). In 1994 and 1995, seal distribution was spread out on lbe cootinental
slope and shelf. most seals being observed on the sJope (figure 2.2). With the excepOoo
of 1993 and 1994. all abundance peaks occwred in areas of bieh 0 classes.. In 1993. tbe
ahwIdance peak of sightiDp was on the cootinental shelf in a block ala. having a a value
of 18.9'lI. In 1994, tbeabuDdaDoepc:ak was in ao area of higb a value. but a secood area
with a similar magnitude of seals 'kID-1 to the first. was in an area having a a value of
369&. No significant difference was found between a class and winter distributioa of
seals regardless of m<x1eI. tested (Table 3.4).
When investigating ICtUaI. water depth at the location of seal sighting.
94% (n = 1709) of all harp seals were observed in waters of depths ranging from 200 to
599 m, all classes of depths having been surveyed (fable 3.5). In the winter of 1991. 4 of
the 5 seals sighted were observed in waten of sao to 599 m of depth. In the winter of
1992, seals were distributedmainly(78%. n = 324) in the 300 to499 m depth range. Harp
seals were predominantly concentrated in waters of 300 to 399 m deep in the winter of
1993 to 1995. Seals were rarely observed beyond the 1000 m isobath (less thau 59&. n =
1405) for winters of 1992 to 1994. No seals were sighted in waters deeper than lCXX) m in
1991 and 1995_
Sampling effort among classes of~wndepth of an aIea was uneven withiD
and amoog yean (fable 3.6). 1be 1992 and L993 winter surveys OODCeD.tratcd mostly
within areas of 100 - fH) m and beyood the 1800 m muimum depth range. 1991 was
similar though fewer shallow areas were surveyed and most sampling effon oc:curRd in
areas of maximumdeptb greaterthan 2tXX) m. 1994 and 1995 sampled areas of maximum
depths of 300 • 5fJ9 m and 18)() - 1999 m; most effort being within the more shallow
depths. Areas of common sampling therefore within the ranges of 300 - 599 m and 18)() •
1999 m. No patterD emerged from the maximum depth analysis. Furthermore, no
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significant differences wert: fOUDd between maximum depth of IlU and the winter
distribwiooof seals(T'able3.4).
3.3.3 Didrilpwtiow i.w aditio. co Prey
Prey surveys had exceUeotyearly areal coverage, covering 30 (winters 1992 and
1993f94) and 32 areas (winter 199419:5) consistently for all species investigated. Allbaugh
seal surveys had a lowerooverage (26 areas in tbewioterof 1992 and 8 areas in the winters
1993194 and 1994l95). most areas surveyed during the seal surveys were also surveyed
during the prey surveys (14, 7 and 8 areas in common for wiDters 1992. 1993194 and
t~respectivdy).
Abundance and distributioo. varied among prey species and years. Arctic cod and
capetin were the two most abundantspecies., with Adanticberring. squid. and Atlantic cod
of I to3 yrold being less abllDdant. Numbers of fish caught in the winters of 1993~1994
were lower than in other years surveyed for species such as Arctic cod. capelin. 2 yr old
Atlanticcod. and herring. Arcticcod were distributed from the cootinentalsbclf edge to the
nearshore areas, tbeirnumbcrs rougbJy increasing from the edge to the coast (Figure 3.8).
The distribution patterns show a genera.! iDCmlSe in numbers of Arctic cod in the oorthetn
pan of tbe study ueaas weU as a decrease in numbers of Arctic cod in the northern Grand
Banks area between 1992 and 1995. In conrrast. capel.in wen: i.D high numbers OQ the
contineotal shelf in aIeaS dose to its edge aod across the shelf along the~ N in the
winters of 1992 and 1994-1995. numbers of capclin caught along lhe 5:r N imcreasing in
the winter of 1994-.1995 (Figure 3.9). No particular pattern was observed in the
distributiooof capeliniD the wiotcrof 1993-1994. Herring were caught ODly in nearshore
arcasor areasabuttingnearsbore areas (Figure 3.10). No squid werecaugbt in the winters
of 1992 and 1993-1994. while in 1994-1995 the few catcbcs were distributed across the
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shelf oorth of the 49" N (Appendix 5). ODe and 2 yr old Atlantic cod were disper5ed
across the CX>Qtinental shelf although mcJSl wen: caugbl in nearshore areas of lbc
southeastern shore and in the Fogo Island an:a(onIy for 1 yr old Atlantic cod in the winter
of 1993-1994; Figures 3.11 andJ.12). Numbers of I aDd 2 yr old Atlaoticcod caught in
the eastern section of tbe northern Grand Bank iocreased in the winter of J994-I995 when
compared to previous years. puticularlyfor 2 yrold Atlantic cod. ODe yr old Adaoticcod
weremoreabundaDtiD 1993-1994 and 1994-1995. wbile2 yrold cod WeTe IDOI'e common
in 1992. Three yr old Adanticcod weredi~ on the continental shelf in all winters
(Figtue3.13). The abundan<:eofJ yrold Atlantic cod was lower than I and 2 yr old cod
in all years with the lowest being in the winter of 1994-1995. In the winter of 1992, most
3 yr old Atlantic cod were caught in the mid-shelf areas aloog the q N and the Avalon
PeniDSUia.. During the winters of 1993-1994 and 1994-1995 however. most 3 yr old
Adanticcod were caught in areason the contiDentalsbclf edge.
When investigating overlap between prey and harp seal distribution, il was found
lbatseals were observed mostly ioamu: when: peey species such as capelin..Arcticcod and
1 to 3 yr Atlanticoldcod had been caught (fable 3.7). Two u.ceptions to this trend were
seen. In the wintero( 1994-1995. seals were seen predominaDtly in areas where 3 yr old
Atlanticcod bad DOC been eau&!Uaud in the winter of 1992. seals were seen predominantly
in~ where 1 yr old AUantic cod had DOt been caught. Most seals were distributed iII
areas where bemug and squid "'ere DOt presenL Peanon product-moment c:oef1icieots of
COffelation (r values) ranged from ~.ss to 0.43 (Figure 3.14). The distribution of harp
seals was found to be negatively com:lated with distributions of Arctic cod (0 = 29.
r =-0.40. t =227. P < 0.05) and herring (n = 29, r = ~.55. t =3.42. P < 0.05), and
positively com:lated with 3 yr old Atlantic cod (n = 29, r = 0.43, t = 2.47. P < 0.05).
Comlations between the disbibution of baEp seals and other prey were Dol: significant.
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However, the distributioo of harp seals bad a ocprive relationship with c:apdin (n = 29.
r= -030. p>O.05) and 1 yrold Atlanticcod(n = 29. r = -0.27. P > 0.05) and a positive
relationship ....ith 2 yr old Atlanticcod (0 = 29. r = 0.29. t = 1..57, P > 0.05).
3.4 Discgssion
This study is the fIrst to attempt to describe physical and biological factors that
might influence the winter distribution of harp seals in the northwest Atlantic. The
environmental variables chosen bad been documented previously to effect the distributioo
of harp seals or other marine m.a.mmals. It is important to DOte that due to the absence of
comparabLe data prior to 1991. the short time span of this study. and difficulties
encoUDtered with spatial scale. results 011 the winter habitat of the NewfOUDdJand harp seal
remain prelimilW)'. Further studies will bave to be uodertaken to create an improved better
dataset which would permit a fuJlerassessmenl of tbe faetors involved in this system.
The choice of the spatial scale (areas of I deerec:. 111 kmz) i.D this study was
dictated by the spread of barp seal data. Previous studies found that the spatial scale
employed influeoced the results obtained. For instance. capelin distribution was found not
to be associated with watertemperalU~atasmall scale (-2000 .Ian:), but was on a larger
spatial scale (-90 000 km:; Shaddl er d. (994). Srudies that dealt with seabirds
(e.g.• Schneider and Piatt 1986). prey (e.g.• Home and Schneider 1994), and cetaceans
(e.g.• Marques 1996; laquet and Whitehead 1996) have roWld that aggregative responses
of predaton with their prey occur only at specific spatial scales, smaller scales often
demoostratiu& a weaker relatioll$bip than larger spatial scales. The use of the 1 degree
block was considered at first to have been adequate to distinguish the relationsbip between
seal distribution and its physical (bathymetry aDd SST) and biological (prey distribution)
eovironmenl In terms ofassessing thermal habitat and CI paaems, the use of the I degree
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b10cb gave results that appeared to reflect the geoera1 state of sea IelDpef'UUreS and sea
bonom profiles of the study area. In COQtrast. grouping data by such areas was
inappropriate for ice coodiooo analyses and was tber!:fOl'e not employed. DiSbibutiOll of
prey species re1al:iveto seal distribution was problematic wben this spatial scale was used:
in many instances. the actual relationship between the two distributions was ObscurM by its
usc. For example. in some cases an area with a high abundance of prey and a low
abundance of seals was adjacent to an area with the CODverse. If the bigh abundances of
both groups were along the opposite sides of common areal limits. then a negative
corrdatioo betweeu the two would exist.. However. debe high abundances of both groups
occuned next to each other. but separucd by the limits of the two blocks. then our view of
the proximity of the rwo groups would besltewed. Unfortunately. prey data and seal dala
werenotcollea=simultaDeousJy«oosimilartrllDSeCtlioes.. Thus. tows offish were DOt
always Jocaled spatially in areas where seal lJitnseet5 crossed. Smaller areal partitioning
was therefore DOl possible duc to spatial incoherence at a smaller scale. The prey/sea]
distributional resultspresented in this study~ therefore meant as genera! measures of the
relationshipbetwcco harp seals and tbeirmajoc prey. Nonetheless. it should be noted tbar.
results obtained for the capelin disttibutioo are similar to results obtained in a more ddailed
analysis by Dalley e! d. (1995), despite the diffen:ot type of anaJysis IlSCd. Thus, my
choice of I degree blodu docs oot appear to have modified the ~tatiOD of prey
distributional patterns.
Ice COIIditioos cbange daily. lncre:asing time betweeo the date of ice chart and date
of seal sighting therefon: would increase the potential error in the estimations of ioe
coo.ditions at the seal location. Comparisons between the ice conditions represented on the
AES ice cham and those that would were recorded duriog seal surveys would have
allowed me to ideotifysuch errors.. Unfortunalely, this could DOt be done because only the
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percent ice coverage was recorded during tra:nsee:ts and this was done incoosiSleDtly during
seal surveys. Therefore, the use of ice charts was viewed as the only means to assess ice
conditioDS. Since 93% of all sightings were made within a two day period of the ice chart
date. conditions are considered to be relatively similar to those that could have been
observed at lhe time of the sighting.
Little is known about the habitat of wintering harp seals except perhaps that they
were not thought to be in contact with ice during this period (Sergeant 1965). Due to the
variability in the sampling of ice and water areas throughout the survey period, it is
impossible to determiDe which of the two habitars was more utilised. However. results
from all winters suggest that seals can be found both on the ice and in the water during the
winter. The increased ice extent present during the early 19905 might explain why seals
were observed predominantly on the ice ratbertban 00 its edge or in the water. [0 conbaSt,
in the later years of the survey, seals were observed predominantly in water or ncar it.
possibly due to reduced ice extent. Distribution of seals in 1991 through 1993 could
therefore be thought of as reflecting distribution patterlI$ resulting from colder winter
conditions. It is impossible to determine if the present results confirm those of
Sergeant (1965) due to the difference in climatic conditioos in the two stlldies.
Nonetheless, the location of wintering harp seals does not appear to vary in response to
changing ice conditions, as was reported during the 19705 when whelping patches of haIp
seals were seen fwilier offshore because of haISher ice conditions (Sergeant 1982). Ice
conditions are therefore not viewed as being the sole factor contributing to the winter
distribution of harp seals in the northwest Atlantic.
Although there are no previous studies to which t could compare, comparisons with
other periods of the year has provided infonnation on differences existing among the haIp
seal's habitats relative to ice conditions. W"lDteriDg seals are mainly located where ice
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concentratioois grea.tertbaD7O%. roughly SO to 200 kID away from the ice edge. seaward
(L991.1993) or landward (1994-1995) of the ice covet'". They ~ also found mainly in
areas where ice thickness is 15 to 70 cm thick and ic;efloes are 20 to 100 m wide. The ice
concentration and size of ice floes defined in the winter babitar: of northwest Atlantic barp
seals was similar to those~ in a prdimiaary study on whelping seals in lbc
G~nIandSea (Estep et aI. 1994). The size of ice floes appears to be smaller thau those
used by harp seals during the whelping period. ice floes being reported previously to be of
more lhan 2 tm wide (Sergeant 1965). although floe size can vary greatly during lhe
whelping period in the northwest Atlantic (G.B. Stenson. pen. comm.). In contrast, the
position of wintering seals relative to ice edge is much mOfe within the ice pack than for
moulting seals. Moulting harp seals of the northwest Atlantic population were previously
reported to be close to the ice edge. or laying 8 km or more inside the ice edge during
adverse weather conditions (Sergeant 1965). The results of this study showed tbar.
wintering harp seals make use of a wider range of ice thickness. iocluding thinner ice. tbaD
during the whelping period. Wbe.lping harp seals of the northwest population were
observed primarily 00 iceof so em thick(ScrgeaDt 1965) while in the White Sea. whelping
seals wue observed 011. thJoncr ice although, whelping on ice thinner than 25 an
considered to be an exception (Dorofeev 1939). Therefore, wintering seals appear to be
less discriminant towards thickness of ice than wheipin& seals and moulting seals. January
and February an: known to be months where harp seals~ very active i.e.• feeding heavily
(Sergeant 1991; Chabot et aI. 1995). In contnlSt. duriDZ the whelping and moulting
months, seals an: much less mobile, tend to refrain from feeding (Sergeant 1991;
Chabot er aI. 1995), and aggregate on ice pans located in areas northeast of Newfoundland
(Sergeant 1971. 1991). Therefore, larger ice floes and thicker ice would seem to be
importanthabitatcharaaeristics in wbelping and mouJting periods. when substrate stability
is essential. In contrast., wintering seals do not need ice cooditions of specific
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characteristicsexoeptpe!haps to sustain theirwci.gbtduriDg restW&pcriods aDd to allow for
easy access to water and prey. wbich migbtexplaiatbc presenoeof seals in areas of smaller
ice floes aDd of thinner ice.
Harp seals summering in the Canadian Arctic also seem to occupy a differeDt ice
babitat than wintering seals. Ice concenrratioos of areas I1ilittd during the summer WeTe
less lhan 5% (Koski 1980) which is wen below icecooccntrations found during the winter.
Furthermore. harp seals were found mostly in coastal and ice-edge~ (Koski 198):
Finleye.taJ. 1990), ralher than in the pack ice as was the case iII winter. The winter and
summer periods are boch known to be times of iocreascd feedioa for hup seals
(Sergeant 1991). However. tbcdiffen:na:s in tbe geoerapby of the Canadian Arctic being
made up of numerous islands and channels of water and the Dorth:west Atlantic. could
certainly account for the differences found between the distribution of seals relative to ice
edge in the [wo areas.
On most ice cbarts of 1991 through 1993. seals were observed at a distance from
the ice and shelf edges. The seaward edge of the ice overlapped with the edge of the
contmentalshelf during that period. Due to those confounded variables. it is impossible to
infer which of these two variables might have infIueoced the position of the sea.ls. When
ice-edge did extend further than the shelf edge (Feb. V 1992 and Feb. 22 1993), the
positioo of seals did DOl move eastWmis with the ice cover but rather remained on the
continental shelf. l...ateryears oftbe smdy offered a betterdistiDction between ice edge and
shelf edge. ice cover being smaller. In 1994 and 1995, seals located at the soutbem tip of
the ice-ed&eseemed to distribute themselves in n:latioo to the position of the ice but not in
n:lation to the sbelf edge. (0 contrast, seals located in the water occupied areas where
inclination of sea floor was high. beiog along the edge of the continental shelf or at the
most northeastern tip of the Grand Banks. It appears that the influence or ice edge and
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bllthymetryon tbe distribution ofharp seals varies according to the uea occupied. Similar
to fmdings by Bengtson and Boveng (1995) on the crabeater seals (Lobodon
carrinophagw) in the Antarctic. harp seals distribute themselves ~larive to the positioo of
the ice edge wben it moves between the coastIiDe and the edge of the shelf, but when at the
far east of the continental shelf. they seem to distribute themselves relative to shelf edge
regardless of ice conditions, not advancing further than the continental slope edge even
when the ice edge extended beyond il. Therefore. it is possible that most harp seals
distributestbemsdvesaJoog the contiaeo1aJslope possibly because itcoaveys a topography
which facilitatesgreau:rand more tdiab&eaggregarionsof prey.
Harp seals were observed mainly in waters 300 • 399 m deep. No seals were
observed beyond the UXX) m isobath.. except for small groups of 2 to II seals around the
1500 m isobath. A high d.egJee of inclinarioo of the sea noor was also found to be a
dwacteristicof the winter habital of harp seals. The combination of water depth and sea
floor inclination information defined the northeastern Grand Banks and the edge of the
continental shelf as being the maio Ilea where wintering seals seem to aggregate. An
important oceanographical fcanue in that area is the Labrador Current. whose positioo
coiDcides with the shelf break that occ:un; aloog the 500 m isobath (Tang 1992). The
majorityof the seals were found at the edge of the continental shelf, in close proximity 10
the labrador CurrenL The small group of seals, located around the 1.500 m isobath, were
in proximityof another strong CWTeDt, thisooe lying near tbe 2000 m isobath, to the east of
the Labrador CurrenL The distributioa of harp seals therefore awean to be closely linked
to the oceanographic and barhymetriccharaderistics of the continental slope. Winter being
an important feeding period (Sergeant 1991), harp seals could be distributing themselves
according lo physical cues such as the Labrador CUITenl and the !belf edge which have
been found to contain !:Up nitrate and pbytoplankton concentratioos
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(Pepin and Panmjape 1996). and may likely have greater concenb"arions of prey (as was
found in Nova Scotia waters: Sutcliffe and Brodie 1977). In additioo, the cootiDentaI slope
could facilitate feeding by coocentntiDg prey (e.g.. Payne e.t aL 1986;
Sdzerand Payne 1988).
A preliminary study of Newfoundland harp seal diving behaviour found that seals
regularly dive to depths between 100 aDd 300 m. although they an: also capable of diviDg
to over400 m (SleDSOD and Sjan: 1997). This means that the seals observed in this study
generally occupied~ where the sea bottom was within diving reach although most of
their dives would Qot have gone to the bottom. Unfortunately. it is presently unknown if
harp seals are foraging on the sea floor. or in the water column. Dive stUdies of other
pinniped species have showQ that depth of fOf2gjog varies among species of seals and
between individuals, areas, and seasons within a species. For instance. gny seals
(HaJjc1J«rus grypw ) forage close to the sea noor in depths varyiDg from 15 to 200 m
lThompsoatra. 1991). whilecrabeater(l.DbodoncorciN>phagus;N~ etd.. 1995) aDd
hooded.seals (CYSlophoracrista1a; Stenson ~ d.. 1993), which inhabit deeper waters, are
more pelagic foragers. Bjtwge c.l aL (1995) ~ported individual differences in the use of
bottom topography in harbour seals (Phoca virulina); some seals foraging in sbalIow kelp
areas while others foraged in deep basins with a muddy sea bed. Hooded seals foraging
depth varied depeud.ing OQ areas and seasons. but remained primarily pelagic feeder.>
(Folkow and Blix 1995). Further studies will be required to determine where harp seals
are foraging. and if this yaries by season. area or in relation to prey distributiOD.
The present study was not meant to estimatetbe optimal thennal conditions for Iwp
seal. Rather, it tried to determine the range of temperatures inhabited by harp seals during
the wintering months. Since. in January and February, the northwest Atlantic is mostly
covered with ice and eJlperiences low air temperatures it was no surprise to find that seals
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were observed in watertemperatureso( -l.8 to 03° C. No increase in metabolic rate were
found in seals cltposed to air teroperatmes between -to and -30" C
(Falkow and Btix 1989). while calcu1atcdestimations gave a thermooeutrallimit of -8.T' C
(Lavigne 1982). Although these bchaviowal studies were limited in terms of sample size
(usually 3 to 5 individuals), there appears to be no evideoce that harp seals would have
O'Ouble thcmoregulating in the watertemperaruresencountered during the study period.
Capelin has been the pmbninant prey species of harp seals prior to 1986
(Lawson and Stenson 1995), and is the predominant prey item in the diet of offshore harp
seals (Lawson and Stenson 1995: Lawson etd. 1995: Lawson and Stenson 1997). There
is also some evidence that harp seals may select for capelin but do not appear to select for
Atlanticcod, turbot, and plaice (lawson et 01. 1997). General distribution patterns show
that harp seals and capelin often occupy common areas. Furthennore. capelin were m~
abundant in areas close to the shelf edge although overlaping of areas of highest abundance
of capelin and harp seals did not occur in all years. Although areas of high abundance of
capelin were adjacent to peak. areas of seals in two of the three yeaIS investigated, sratislical
analysis revealed no significant relationship between capelin and harp seal distribution, but
this may be due to the spatial scale used. Thus. the possibility of a relationship between
cape.lin and harp seal distribution wammts further investigation.
Arctic cod and harp seals occupy common areas in the northwest Atlantic.
However, their abundances were com:lated negatively:Arcticcod were mostly in nearshore
areas while seals were mostly offshore. Arctic cod were a major prey of nearshore harp
seals (Lawson and Stenson 1995; Lawson ~td. 1995) and offshore seals in northern areas
(Lawson and Stenson 1997). Therefore, it appears that the distributions of these two
species aecord with results from diet studies.
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Arus otlIUini.ng harp seals and Adanoc baring or TeUlboidca (squid) were
observed rarely. This is mostly because harp seals ....ere seen well offshore wbile betTiog
were predominantly along the nearshore areas or abutting nearshore areas. and squid were
mostly absent during the survey period. Herring are an iInportant prey species in the diet
of nearsbore harp seals (Lawson and Stenson 1995; Lawson ~ld.. 1995) but they were DO(
found in any of the stomachs of offshore harp seals (Lawson and Stenson.. 1997). Squid
are DOl viewed u an important prey species in the harp seal's diet exceptperhaps during the
SUIIlIDeI" period (Lawsoo. and Stensoo 1995). It is therefore clear from the spatial
distributioo of these two prey species why they an: DOt present in stomachs of offshore
wintering haJp seals.
Atlantic cod bave been reported to be a minor component in the diet of harp seals
both neat- and offshore (Lawson and Stenson 1995; LawSOD et oJ. 1995:
Lawson and Stcnsoo 1997). Distribution patterns as well as statistical analysis seem to
indicate that harp seals would have more distribulioo.al incentives to prey OD 3 yr old
Atlanticcod rather than younger cod. However. harp seals are knoWD 00 comsume IIJCJn;
Atlanriccod of 10 to 20 em in length, i.e., 1 and ta2 yr old cod, than older and larger cod
(Lawson etaJ. 1995). Larger Adanticcod have been found in the stomachs of seals caught
in offshore fishing nets (UWSOIl and Stenson 1997). but this is thought to be due to
differences in feeding behaviours, seals feeding OD discarded (and larger) Atlantic cod. It
is possible that diet studies have tmderestimated the amount of 3 yr old Atlantic cod
comprising the barp seaJ's diet because ofetooth erosion (1.awSOD ~t aL 1995). However.
because catches of3 yr old Atlantic cod were extmnely low. and batp seals have shown no
selectiveprefereocefor Atlanticcod (Lawson etaJ. 1997) even when this type of prey was
found to be present (Lawson and Stenson 1997), the common distribution of hatp seals
and 3 yroIdAUanticcodmay be do to a common prey such as capello. If so. this would
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agree with Lilly (1994) who found that, during the early 1990s. Atlantic cod stomachs
contained a ~Ialively high cooteDtof capelinin tbeirstomachs and thatdistriburions of both
species high!y overlapped.
Fisher (1955) and Haug et al. (1990) have doclUDCnted historic changes in
distribution of harp seals. Both hypothesized lhat altcT2tions in oceanographical conditions
WCR: at the root of these changes. Harp seal distribution in the nonhwest Atlantic became
more southea.stern aiter lbe cooling water trend of the early 1990s (Chapter 2). Ice cover in
1994 and 1995 was smalIerthan in the 1991-1993 period. Reduetionof ice cover however
was Dot translated into a northern shift by harp seals but rather the opposite: seals being
observed in water fW1ber south. The soutbcru movement that was observed after 1993
tbeft;fon: did DOt appe:arto be associated with the changes in icc coverage over those years.
The levels of loclinariooof the sea floor and the range of ...ater depth in whicb seals were
observed remained similar throughout the study period. This meant that most seals
maintaineda constant bathymetrical habitat despite changing ice conditions. It is therefore
concluded that bathymetry may be an imPOlWlt factor affecting the harp seal's offshor"e
winter habitat: the distribution adopted by harp seals results in their experiencing a
rdativdy COOSWlt bathymetrical enviroament regardless of changes in ice cooditions..
Although the general paner:ns (i.c.•~ versus offshore) of prey distributions were
found to be similar among yean investigated. harp seat distribution was not highly
correlated with any particular prey. CapeliD distributions did DOl: appear to shift or iDCRaSe
in southern 8lUS (as was also found in Dalley er ai. (1995). This was very unexpected
considering the many reports that capelin distribution had expanded to more southeast
locations (i.e., the northeastern Grand Banks) during the 1990 to 1995 perioo
(lilly and Davis 1993: UJly 1994; Miller 1994, 1995). Although chaDges in the
distributioo of harp seals appear 10 follow the reporIcd changes in the distribution of ilS
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lDO$limportantpr-ey species. i.e., capeliu... resWlS from this study do DOt dearly def'1De this
re1atiooship. However. the infIueDCeol potential changes in ca.pelin distribution cannot be
ruled out.
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Table3.l. JanlW}' - February distributions of harp seals (N ) according to ice thickness.
Number of harp seals
Grey-white Finty.... Ilolh Other- ice
Date of ice chart N (nwaler i'" wbiteice thickness thickness
Feb. 7. 1991
Feb. IS. 1991
Feb. 10. 1992
Feb. 13, 1992
Feb. 20. 1992
Feb. 24. 1992 32 32
Feb. n. 1992 284 284 0
Feb. 8. 1993 25 13
Feb. 15, 1993 187 lSI
Feb. 22, 1993 395 395
Jan. 24. 1994 126 103 20
Jan. 31.1994 184 184 0
Feb.7,1994 164 160
Jan. 30, 1995 132 132 0
Feb. 6. 1995 liS 102 16 0
Feb. 13. 1995 4' 4S 0
To<al 1709 246 165 1267 25
• Note: Other ice thickness are new ice « 10 em thick) and grey ice (lo-l5cm thick).
Table 3.2. Results of GLM analyses OD winter seal distribution relative 10 ice
conditioDS OD ice charts.
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Analysis TreatmeDt df F value P value
Location of seals on ice or water
Ice or water OJll 0.69
y~ 052 0.39
(lce or Wa1er)·year 1.33 0.24
Seallocatioo relative to ice concentration
Concentration 0.67 0.22
y~ 0.62 0.24
CODCeO.trabon • year 0.95 0.39
Seal location relative to ice eban.eteristics from greatCSl partial ice concenumon
y~ 0.74
Stage 0.86
Fonn 2.72
Stage· year 0.47
Form· year 0.72
Stage-fonn 4.4
0.59
0.50
o.en
0.61
0.58
0.06
SeallocatiOD relative 10 ice characteristics from thickest ice present
y~ 0.44
Stage 0.23
Fonn 0.95
Stage • year 0.01
Fonn· year 0.66
Stage'fonn
0.74
0.89
0.48
0.85
0.61
NlA
6J
Table 3.3. Yearly sampling effort and number of seaI~bIr' accordiDg to cr class and
mood.
Modell Model D ModclllJ
• Effort lseals , mort 'seals • Effort 'sealsOdass (kIn) perm ...., (km) pukm (km) perkm
Winter 1991
0·19.99% \ 15.2 0.0 I 15.2 0.0 \ 15.2 0.0
20· 39.99% NIS NJS NJS NJS N/S NIS NJS NJS NJS
40-59.91)% NIS NJS NJS NJS NIS NJS NJS NIS NJS
60 -79.99% 6 87.9 0.2 • 87.9 0.2 • 87.9 0.2
80 ·99.99% S UIT,. 0.2 5 107,8 0.2 5 107.S 0.2
Wmterl992
0-19.99% 2 43.\ 0.' 43.1 0.\ 1745 0.1
20-39..99'% 2 177" 0.0 177" 0.0 rn.s 0.0
40 -59.99% 7 274.4 0.0 325.7 0.0 194.4 0.0
60-'79.99% 8 1042.0 3.2 1042.0 3.2 1042.0 3.2
80·99.99% 7 545.1 2.6 493.8 2.. 493,. 2.•
Winter 1993
o -19.99'l. 2 19.2 8.. \9.2 8.\ 9 409.6 8.6
20-39.99% \ 123" 0.\ 123.8 0.1 NJS NJS N/S
40-59.99% 3 2303 0.0 436.0 05 4 219.6 0.\
60-79.99% 9 503.1 2.• 429.4 25 • 3793 23
80-99.99% Ll 776.1 1.4 644.0 1.0 7 644.0 1.0
Wmterl994
0-19.99% \89.2 0.7 189.2 0.7 189.2 0.7
20-39.99% 88.\ 1.4 88.1 1.4 88.' 1.4
40-59.99% 23.4 0.0 23.4 0.0 55.6 0.0
60·79.99% 3165 05 348.7 0.• 3165 05
80-99.99% 135.7 I.. 1035 \5 1035 \5
Wmterl995
0-19.99% \ 43.9 0.' 43.9 0.\ 43.9 0.\
20-39.99% \ 138.1 03 138.1 03 138.1 03
40-59.99% I 73.9 0.0 73.9 0.0 297.9 03
60-'79.99% 1 1495 0.0 3735 0.2 1495 0.0
80-99.99% 4 366" 1.9 \42.il 1.6 142.il I..
Note: NIS means DO survey.
Table 3.4. Results of GLM analyses on winter seal distributioo relative to
bathymetry.
Analysis T",""""" df F value P value
Contour Index analysis using model I
CI 34 1676.22 030
YOM 4 Z34LlO 0-28
a-Year 36 3111.65 OIl
Contour Index analysis using model n
a 34 1718.81 030
YOM 2316.02 OIl
a-Year 36 3030.27 OIl
Contour Index analysis using model III
a 34 328.01 0.14
YOM 41951 0.12
a-Year 36 552.61 0.09
Maximum depth
Maxdopth 36 2.92 0.62
YOM 9Jn 030
Max deplh*Year 37 6.12 0.43
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Table 3.5. Numbers of seals sighted (n) according to year lind depth class (100 mrange).
Winter 1991 Winter 1992 Winter 1993 Winter 1994 Winter 1995
Depthclaas -----;;;s-~~~~
(m) n % n % n % n % n %
0·99 N/S N/S 2 <1 N/S NlS
100· 199 0 0 0 0 34 6 3 1 11 4
200·299 0 0 1 <1 7 1 43 9
"
4
300·399 0 0 144 44 496 82 421 89 275 92
400·499 1 25 110 34 40 7 2 <1 0 0
500· 599 4 75 45 14 1 <1 3 1 0 0
600· 699 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7OO·m 0 0 6 2 1 <1 0 0 0 0
800· 899 0 0 5 2 4 1 0 0 0 0
900· 999 0 0 0 0 3 <I 0 0 0 0
1000- 1099 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 0 0 0
1100- 1199 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1200 - 1299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1300·1399 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1400- 1499 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ISOO- 1599 0 0 7 2 11 2 2 <1 0 0
>1600 0 0 2 I 1 <1 0 0 0 0
Nole: N/S means no survey. 8i
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Table 3.6. Winter sampliog effort according to maximum depth class of area
(lOOm range).
Wanterl99l Wmterl992 W"mter 1993 Wmter 1994 Winter 1995
Max. depth KmI"" KmI"" KmI"" Km"I I<ii>I
ofarea(m)
0-99
100-199 52.9 252_7
200- 299 78..S 137.7
300·399 99.8 65.0 244.8 341.9
400-499 15.2 315.4 173.7 88-\ 138.1
""-S99 56.2 8ll.4 85.9 168.9 149.5
600-699 55.6
700-799
1IlO-899 9.\ 41.0 1 1643 I llS.6 \
900- 999
1<XXl-I099
1100- 1199
1200-1299 18.4 \ 92.6 I 6\.2 \
1300·1399
1400 - 1499
1.5(X)·1S99
1600-1699
l70(~T799
18».1899 25 7V_7 4l.9 32-1
1~1999 17.6 63.6 272.4 Ims 142.8 \
>2000 91.9 466.9 397.7
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Tabld.1. Areal overlap of the distributioos of Newfoundland harp seals (HS) and their
major prey species.
Number of Ovedappjgg Areas
Prey species Winter HS f'=<n, HS Absent HS Present HS Abseot
Prey Present Prey Present Prey Abseot Prey Absent
Arctic Cod 1992 11
1993194 4
1994195 8
Capelio .992 12
1993194 6
.994195 7
Herring 1992 10
1993194 4
1994195 4
Atlantic Cod
I yrol:d 1992
1993194
1994195
2yrold 1992
1993194
1994195
3 yrold '992 10
1993194 S
1994195 2
Teuthoidea (squid) 1992 11
1993194 6
1994195 4
Fi re 3.1 Winter 1991: Distribution of seals (black dots) in relation to ice conditions;
gu n =: number of seals
• Contour of first year ice
• Total areal extent of ice edge
o Areas of I degree block surveyed
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Feb. 7, 1991
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I
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• Contour of first year ice
• Total areal extent of ice edge
o Areas of 1 degree block surveyed
figure 3.2, Winter 1992: Distribution of seals (black dots) in relation to ice conditions;
"""number of seals
Figure 32. Continued
Figure 3.3 Winter 1993: Distribution of seals (black dots) in relation to ice conditions;
n=number of seals.
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• Contour of first year ice
• Total areal extent of ice edge
Figure 3.4. Winter 1994: Distribution of seals (black dots) in relation to ice conditions;
n:number of seals
Ice Conditions
• Contour of first year ice
• Total areal extent of ice edge
Figure 3.5 Winter 1995: Distribution of seals (black dots) in relation to ice conditions;
n=number of seals
Jan. 30, 1995
• Conwur of first year ice
• Total areal extent of ice edge
rn 0=132
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CI values
0-19.99%
!ill 20 - 39.99%
• 40 - 59.99%
• 60 - 79.99%
• 80 - 99.99%
Model II
(minimum = 100 m)
Modell
(minimum = 1 m)
Model III
(minimum = 200 m)
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Figure 3 8, Annual mean catch of Arctic cod per ~O min ~w for the December-lanuary period.
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Figure 3.9 Annual mean caleh of capelin per 30 min tow for the December·January period
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Figure 3.10. Annual mean catch of Atlantic hetTing per 30 min tow for the December-January period
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'"Figure 3 12 Annual mean catch of 2 yr old Atlantic cod per 30 min tow forthe December-January period
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Figure 3.14. COITdatioo coefficient Peatsoo product-moment cL Dumber.; of
major prey species and harp seals..
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Appendix 1. Sampl.ingefl'Olt(km traveUed) and aumber of seals "kJJf' of~ in
1991-199S during the winter period.
Num6e1' Ol seals"kiD-'Numbef'Of tiD travdlea
A<u 1991 1992 1993 1994 1905 i99i 1992 1993 1994 1905
4650 10.0 0
4651 123.8 O.OS
46S2 49.8 0.14
4748 36.8 O.OS
4749 76.9 0.18
4750 1.6
4751 785 60.9 0
4752 513 50.4 0.04
4753 18.6 0.11
4847 10.4 0.10
4848 923 0.18
4849 17.6 63.6 m.4 103.5 142.8 2.22 0.69 I.SO 1.63
4850 363 41.5 1689 149.5 0.14 0.26 0.01
4851 9.9 23.4 73.9 0 0 0.04
4852 133 32.2 70.8 O.OS 0.06 om
4853 89.2 0.13
4949 2.5 727.7 41.9 32.0 0 0.02 0.26 0.06
49SO 9.1 41.0 1643 115.6 0.22 3.OS 1.77 0.18
4951 <0.01 5.0 189.2 43.9 0 7.94 0.68 0.05
4952 83.6 SRI 1381 0 137 030
4953 64.0 O.OS
5050 18.4 926 61.2 0.10 0.13
5051 94.2 0
5052 17.0 0
5053 2.5 0
51SO 13.7 98.6 166.7 0.15 032 O.OS
5151 15.2 43.1 14.1 0 0.07 0.14
5250 17.8 26.1 0 0.04
5251 9.0 116.4 40.8 0.02 0.02
5252 148.5 ISlJ.6 0 0
5253 31.4 0.06
5254 20.7 0
5351 1.7 0
5352 528 144.2 46.5 0.02 O.QI
5353 19.9 57.0 443 0 0
5354 5.6 0
5452 18.8 0
5453 14.6 55.9 15.0 0
5454 55.6 0
5554 15.1 0
75.9 0.09
184.0 14.0 0.11 0
36.6 28.6 0.68 0.07
18.7 43 9.19 0
71.l 0.11
86.4 0.16
65.9 0.05
11.4 0
62.. 0.02
35.6 0
24.6 0
125 0
47.0 0
190.5 0.01
11.4 0
62.0 0.02
llIl.1 039
16.6 0
Appendix 2. SampliD& effort (km travdled) and Dumber of seals'km" of
N=~kWtra~ulTd't~:~l"s:ft~·
Area 1992 1993 [992 1993
4647 101.0 0
4648 102.0 0
4650 104.9 0
4746 102.1 0
t1t147 217.2 <0.01
4748 175.6 0
4749 132.0 0
4750 03 0
4751 9.8 0
4752 165.0 0
4846 455 0.02
4847 75.1 0.03
4848 71.8 0.7 0 a
4849 239.8 113.9 0 0.18
4850 24.4 653 0.04 0.17
4851 42.9 0
4852 483 0.03
48S3 43.7 0.02
4949 94.4 O.ot
4950 1323 217.1 0.49 0
4951 56.5 0.02
4952 242 0.74
4953
505/)
5051
5052
S053
5'SO
5151
5250
5251
5252
52S3
5254
5352
5353
5452
5453
5454
5554
98
Appeowx 3. Sampling effOlt{km traveUed) aDd oumberofseaJs-km"' of areas for
the summer of 1991.
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Area Number of kin ttaveUed
4M7 2.6
4746 185
4747 28.0
4752 91.0
4847 17.6
4852 20.5
4949 13.5
4951 423
4952 64.1
4953 72.8
4954 5.1
5049 4.7
~ 22.8
5052 II.S
5054 18.2
5055 20.9
5056 56.4
5149 11.5
5150 31.0
5151 226
5152 7.1
51S4 '70.6
5tSS 429
5249 193
5250 9.2
S2S3 24.2
5355 114.4
5356 16.8
54S3 18.5
5455 24.9
5456 13.6
5553 4.2
Number of seals "knf'
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
0.02
o
o
o
o
o
0.06
o
o
o
o
o
o
0.16
0.05
o
o
o
0.08
0.12
o
o
037
o
100
Appendix 4. Contour index (O) of areas of 1degree block. according 10 model used.
a values
4553
4554
4555
4647
4648
4650
4651
4652
46S3
4655
4746
4747
4748
4749
4790
4751
4752
4753
4754
4846
_7
4848_9
489J
4851
4852
48S3
4949
4950
4951
4952
4953
4954
9J49
9J9J
9051
9J52
Number ofsamples
per area
132
143
132
143
156
156
169
141
120
138
143
121
132
143
132
143
102
36
75
169
143
156
169
156
169
142
91
169
156
169
143
137
106
156
144
156
132
Modell
MiD = 1m
SO.77
7333
8533
93.88
71.28
64.29
39.69
99.48
99.Z3
9950
71.60
83.14
7453
65.67
54.59
5L21
99.49
99.48
99.49
68.18
84.58
87.1A
91.13
10....
44.78
99.71
99.72
7127
63.75
1885
35.92
99.74
99.54
59.57
1035
2565
51.58
Model U
Min =100m
23....
55.56
55.56
92.45
46.81
4898
23.66
4845
23....
49.75
71.60
83.14
72.90
57....
4898
51.21
4950
48.45
4898
68.18
84.58
87.1A
91.13
10....
44.78
7135
71.67
n27
63.75
1885
35.92
74.49
53.92
59.57
1035
25.65
51.58
ModellD
MiD = 200 m
-53.85
11.11
11.11
84.89
-6.38
-2-')4
-5267
-3.09
-53.85
-0_90
71.60
79.06
45110
14.16
-2-')4
338
·1.01
-3.09
-2.04
68.18
84.58
87.1A
89.86
6212
4030
42.69
4334
n27
63.75
1885
35.92
4898
7.83
59.57
1035
2565
5134
Appendix 4. Continued
CI values
Number of samples Modell Modelll Model ill
Am< .,.,.~ Min =I m Min = 100m Min=200m
5OS3 144 52.43 52.43 51.46
5OS4 L56 36.24 36.24 32.89
5055 137 99.53 53.05 6.10
5056 9 9951 51.22 2.44
5149 156 7637 7637 7637
5150 144 86.91 86.91 86.91
5151 156 16.67 16.67 16.67
5152 132 1535 1535 1535
5153 144 5351 5351 51.57
5154 156 51.90 51.90 41.69
5155 L21 99SO 49.75 .oSO
5249 156 29.23 29.23 29.23
52SO 144 78.18 18.18 78.18
5251 156 89.68 89.68 89.68
5252 132 54.45 54.45 54.45
5253 144 60.88 60.88 6O.CJ8
5254 156 55.77 55.n 50.86
5255 124 9951 51.46 2-91
5351 156 70.95 70.95 70.95
5352 132 86.21 86.21 86.21
5353 144 67.06 67.06 61.01
5354 156 5851 5851 48.45
5355 134 99.66 65.64 3117
5356 7 9952 51.69 338
5452 143 76.88 76.88 76.88
5453 156 9O.6l 90.61 90.61
5454 169 n37 n37 70.8:>
5455 156 60.96 60.96 49.62
5456 13 36.24 36.24 36.24
5S53 L44 61.68 6l.68 61.68
5554 156 87.82 87.82 87.82
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Appendix 5. Winler period: prey catches (excluding Allantic cod) per30 min low of arens surveyed.
Squid refers 10 Teuthoidea.
wmier 12'1%____ _ ::::M1iicr IMI294 wln[er 1994-1995
Area , Arctic Capelin Atlantic Squid , Arctic CapelinAtlanticSquid I Arctic Capelin AUanlicSquid
t~~ ~n8 ww~ ~~ng ~~ ~n8
47iT1 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S I 1.0 152.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 - -Z728.0 0:0--0.0
4748 2 431.0 4032.5 0.0 0.0 2 176.5 48.5 0.0 0.0 2 44.0 492.0 0.0 0.0
4749 1 24.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 I 2.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 I 18.0 9.0 0.0 0.0
4750 I 40.0 13.0 0.0 0.0 I 15.0 237.0 0.0 0.0 I 9.0 15.0 0.0 0.0
4751 2 186.5 91.5 0.0 0.0 2 507.0 36.5 0.0 0.0 2 96.5 3~.5 2.0 0.0
4752 3 733.0 1913 0.0 0.0 10 2293 12.8 96.6 0.0 3 440.7 900.3 2.0 0.0
4753 6 17.8 83.9 0.3 0.0 6 135.3 10.8 0.7 0.0 6 73.8 17.9 2.0 0.0
4849 1 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 1 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
48.50 4 242.8 2485.8 0.0 0.0 2 70.5 85.0 0.0 0.0 2 132.0 1627.0 0.0 0.0
4851 I 43.0 43.0 0.0 0.0 I 39.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 1 44.0 7.0 0.0 0.0
4852 3 1218.3 3~7 0.0 0.0 4 853.6 54.8 03 0.0 3 1100.0 87.0 7.0 0.0
4853 5 1191.8 413.8 5.0 0.0 5 435.6 247.8 3.2 0.0 5 237.0 68.9 10.0 0.0
49.50 6 23.8 104.2 0.2 0.0 2 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 78.0 0.0 0.5
4951 3 40.7 192.7 0.0 0.0 2 100.0 142.0 0.0 0.0 2 64.0 1214.0 0.0 2.5
4952 3 214.7 857.0 0.3 0.0 3 127.3 106.0 0.7 0.0 3 593.0 260.0 1.0 0.7
4953 I 13.0 33.0 1.0 0.0 I 291.0 63.0 0.0 0.0 I 471,0 57.0 4.0 1.0
4954 3 192.3 0.0 132.3 0.0 3 310.3 31.0 6.3 0.0 3 455.3 24.3 12.0 1.0
4955 3 883.0 2.7 22.7 0.0 3 1203.3 84.0 1.7 0.0 3 1688.0 198.7 17.0 1.0
49~ I 24..1.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 I 144.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 318.0 10.0 7.0 0.0
5050 2 0.5 332.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 8.0 3027.0 0.0 1.5
50S! N/S N/S NfS NfS N/S I 3.0 22.0 0.0 0.0 I 3.0 10008.0 0.0 0.0
5052 2 22.1.5 1367.0 0.5 0.0 2 36.0 427.0 0.0 0.0 2 813.5 1365.0 0.0 1.0
S03J I 1490.0 110.0 1.0 0.0 1 330.0 107.0 0.0 0.0 I 70.0 22.0 0.0 0.0
5054 2 541.0 28.0 1.5 0.0 2 430.0 25.5 0.0 0.0 4 696.5 203.7 1.0 1.0
5055 2 318.0 122.0 0.0 0.0 2 261.0 176.0 0.5 0.0 2 1164.0 1021.0 34.0 1.0
Note: N/S means no survey. iii
Appendh: 5. Conlinued
Wloler 1992 Wlnler 1993-192)4 Winler 199f1995
Area , Arclic Cllpclin Atlantic Squid , Arctic CapelinAllantic Squid I Arclic CIIl'(Ilin AllanlicSquid
tow ,00 herring low rod herring lOW '00 herring
S056 2 174.5 206.5 0.0 0.0 2 173.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 491.0 1554.0 18.0 0.0
51SO 3 27.0 268.0 0.0 0.0 3 0,3 12.7 0.0 0.0 t 85.0 60.0 0.0 0.0
5151 2 56.0 1330.0 0.0 0.0 2 4.5 205.0 0.0 0.0 2 155.5 31.5 0.0 0.5
5152 I 90.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 2 223.5 140.0 0.0 7.5
5153 3 138.3 107.3 0.0 0.0 2 42.5 29.0 0.0 0.0 3 715.0 1175.0 0.0 10.7
5154 1 442.0 9.0 0.0 0.0 NlS NlS NIS NIS NIS I 1455.0 993.0 0.0 3.0
5155 NIS NIS NIS NlS NIS NIS NIS NIS NIS NIS I 481.0 156.0 5.0 0.0
Total 70 9240.5 12768.8 164.8 0.0 71 5924.7 2375.4 109.9 0.0 6.') 11672.3 27702.8 117.0 32.9
Note: N/S mCllns no survey.
a
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Appeodix6. Winter period: Atlantic cod ca1Cbes (1-3 YB old) per 30 min tow ofareas
surveyed.
Wiptq l 91J2 Wigter 1993-1994 Wjgler .994='995
A= , 1 2 3 , 1 2 3 , 1 2 3
tow yr old yr old yr old tow yr old yr old yr old toW yr old yrold yrold
4747 NIS NIS NIS NIS 1 0.0 0.0 5.0 I 1.0 9.0 1.0
4748 2 0.0 0.0 2.0 2 0.0 0.0 0.5 2 0.0 1.0 0.0
4749 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 0.0 0.0
4750 I 0.0 0.0 3.0 1 0.0 0.0 2.0 I 0.0 1.0 0.0
4751 2 0.0 3.5 1.5 2 1.0 4.0 2.0 2 1.5 0.5 0.0
4752 2 0.5 6.5 5.0 2 19.5 7.5 0.0 2 13.5 lI.5 0.0
4753 5 130.8 202.6 25.8 5 236.8 5.2 0.4 5 581.8 175.0 3.2
4849 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 2.0 3.0 1 0.0 18.0 16.0
4850 2 0.5 3.5 6.0 2 1.0 40.0 37.0 2 0.5 1.0 0.5
4851 I 1.0 3.0 4.0 I 0.0 6.0 1.0 I 3.0 0.0 0.0
4852 2 4.0 19.5 4.0 3 383 33 03 3 51.0 4.0 0.0
4853 8 17.4 26.6 5.6 7 30.6 3.1 0.1 7 50.9 12.7 0.1
4950 2 0.0 4.0 5.0 2 0.0 9.0 8.5 2 1.0 21.5 3.0
4951 2 0.5 i7.5 20.5 2 1.0 12.0 6.0 2 10.5 8.0 0.5
4952 3 33 31.7 10.7 3 3.7 7.0 3.7 3 173 203 13
4953 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 0.0 2.0 3.0 I 19.0 1.0 0.0
4954 3 14.0 29.0 23 3 215.7 9.0 03 3 93 33 1.0
4955 3 13.0 21.0 4.0 3 2.0 12.7 2.0 3 4.0 8.0 03
4956 I 13.0 6.0 0.0 1 16.0 0.0 0.0 1 11.0 3.0 0.0
5050 2 0.0 3.5 8.0 2 0.5 11.0 10.5 2 2.5 33.0 6.0
5051 1 0.0 5.0 4.0 I 1.0 16.0 6.0 I 7.0 9.0 0.0
5052 2 0.0 1.5 0.5 NlS N/S N/S N/S 2 1.5 2.5 0.0
5053 1 7.0 12.0 4.0 I 1.0 17.0 2.0 I 4.0 1.0 0.0
5054 2 3.5 8.0 3.5 2 3.5 6.0 2.0 4 1.5 1.5 0.0
5055 2 1.0 1.0 0.0 2 1.5 0.5 0.0 2 3.5 0.5 0.0
5056 2 13.5 8.0 0.5 2 19.0 1.5 0.0 I 19.0 0.0 0.0
5150 3 0.0 1.7 93 3 0.0 3.0 1.7 I 0.0 0.0 0.0
5151 2 0.0 1.5 9.5 2 0.0 2.5 2.0 2 0.0 0.5 2.5
5152 1 0.0 5.0 6.0 1 0.0 8.0 3.0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
5153 3 53 183 2.3 2 2.5 10.5 0.5 4 2.0 5.0 0.8
5154 I 2.0 2.0 0.0 N/S N/S NIS N/S 1 0.0 3.0 0.0
5155 NIS N/S N/S NIS NIS NIS N/S NIS I 1.0 1.0 0.0
ToW 64 2303 442 147 61 594.6 199 103 66 8173 355.9 36.25
Note: NJS means no survey.




